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Abstract 

The main goal of the present paper is to analyze the effects of currency 

collapses (a large devaluation of country’s nominal exchange rate) on real 

gross domestic products of six Asian countries (Iran, Indonesia, Malaysia, 

Pakistan, South Korea, and Turkey). A yearly data is collected from the WDI 

of the World Bank over the period 1980-2011. The econometric model 

includes the real GDP growth rate, inflation rate, and dummy variable (as a 

proxy variable for the currency collapse devaluation). The currency collapse 

devaluation is calculated using a criterion similar to M. Bussiere et al. 
 

1- The valuable comments of three anonymous referees are greatly appreciated. Any 

remaining errors, however, are ours.  
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(Journal of International Money and Finance, Vol.31, 2012: 680-708). 

Applying a panel econometric method, the estimated results show that both 

the inflation rate and currency collapses affect the real GDP growth rate 

negatively. The implication of finding is that the persistence of the currency 

crash matters for selected Asian countries.  

  

Keywords: Currency collapse, GDP growth rate, Six Asian Countries.  

JEL Classification: E17, E27, E31    
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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to examine the impact of large exchange rate 

changes - devaluation or depreciation - on output in six Asian economies. In 

particular, we test whether devaluations are contractionary in these 

economies. We focus on these developing economies for several reasons. 

First, empirical evidence on this issue from these set of countries is lacking. 

To our best knowledge, this is the first study providing evidence on the 

impact of devaluations in six Asian economies. Second, these economies are 

relatively small and open, relying heavily on export revenues to promote 

economic growth.  

Devaluation has been prescribed and used increasingly as a stabilization 

device in developing countries, as part of International Monetary Fund 

orthodox adjustment programs. The conventional treatment is based upon 

the proposition that devaluation improves competitiveness, boosts exports 

and switches demand towards domestic produced goods, ultimately 

expanding the production of tradable. In addition, countries that undergo real 

depreciations are believed to have better chances in the journey toward more 

open economies and sustained growth, since a more depreciated exchange 

rate will likely prevent destabilizing financial crises, such as occurred in 

Mexico during 1982 and 1995 (Bahmani-Oskooee and Miteza, 2006). 

In the latter half of the 1990‟s, a number of countries experienced 

substantial currency depreciations. These depreciations include not only the 

well-known currency crises where countries abandoned pegged exchange 

rates, such as in Thailand and South Korea in 1997, but also less well-

documented examples where countries with more flexible exchange rates 

experienced unusually large depreciations, such as in Mexico and South 

Africa in 1998. In some cases, these depreciations were followed by a surge 

in production and improvement in economic growth, while in other cases the 

depreciations were followed by a decline in output and severe recession 
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(Forbes, 2002). 

The proposition that devaluations are genuinely expansionary has 

encountered serious challenges from theoretical and empirical studies, 

according to which devaluations are contractionary. The “orthodox” school 

advocates the argument that devaluation is expansionary because of its 

expenditure switching effects and the increased production of tradables that 

it stimulates. But exports of developing economies may not be as responsive 

to devaluation since their products are not of the same quality as those of 

industrial economies. In addition, devaluation can cause output to contract 

because of other factors. First, devaluation can cause a contraction of 

aggregate demand because, among other things, it redistributes income 

towards economic entities with high marginal propensity to save; it makes 

capital investment more expensive, and increases debt and debt service 

payments in local currency. Second, devaluations may also reduce aggregate 

supply as the price of imported production inputs increases, wages increase 

when based on price levels, and working capital grows costlier as real 

balances decline (Miteza, 2006). 

The aim of this paper is to revisit the relation between large currency 

devaluations and real GDP. We focus on the following question: what are 

the short- and long-run effects of large currency devaluations on output 

dynamics? Unlike most existing literature, which has relied on small cross-

section or short time series samples, our paper employs a panel for six Asian 

economies over the period 1980-2011. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the 

relevant literature. In section III, the methodology of study is presented. 

Section IV describes the sources of data and data transformation. Results are 

reported in section V, and conclusions are drawn in section VI. 

2. Literature Review 

One of the most prominent early econometric studies regarding the effect of 

devaluation on output is by Edwards (1986a). He estimates a model of real 
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output behavior based on data from 12 developing countries over the period 

1965-80. His least square dummy variable model indicates that devaluations 

appear to be neutral in the long run. Devaluations tend to reduce output in 

the first year, but this effect is completely offset during the second year. 

Consistent with his previous conclusions, Edwards (1989b) finds that 

devaluations are contractionary in the short run, however, they remain 

neutral in the long run. Khan (1988) uses a similar approach by covering 67 

countries over period 1973-1986 and he finds that the exchange rate variable 

effect on output is insignificant.  

Nunnenkamp and Schweickert (1990) test the hypothesis of 

contractionary effect of devaluation on growth by using data for 48 

developing countries. A pooled time series is used to test the relation 

between GDP growth per capita and exchange rate. The result rejects the 

hypothesis that countries exported manufactured goods mainly face 

contractionary effect in the short run but these effects are offset by the 

positive effects in the long run. However for exporters of agricultural 

product devaluation has expansionary effects in the short and long run. 

Agenor (1991) examines a pooled sample of 23 developing countries to 

consider the deviation of actual from expected changes in the real exchange 

rate. The result shows that unexpected real exchange rate depreciation is 

expansionary, while anticipated real depreciations have an irreversible 

contractionary effect. Kamin and Klau (1998) examine a dataset of pooled 

annual observations from 27 countries. They tackle the long run effects of 

devaluation and fail to find support for the contractionary devaluations 

hypothesis, or that contractionary devaluations are only a developing country 

phenomenon. Using a different time horizon for 23 LDCs, Bahmani-

Oskooee (1998) validate the hypothesis of neutral devaluation effects with 

respect to output in the long run. Upadhyaya (1999) considers a dataset 
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drawn from 6 Asian countries and finds that only in two out of five countries 

devaluations are contractionary in the long-run. Acar (2000) takes a sample 

of 18 LDCs with different export performances. The result shows a negative 

relation between devaluation of currency and output only during the first 

year, a positive effect the next year and zero growth in the long run as the 

two effects cancel out in the future. Mitchell and Pentecost (2001) find 

devaluations contractionary in a panel study of 5 countries in the short-run as 

well as the long run. The long run contractionary effect is somewhat 

mitigated by a rise in output one year after the devaluation. In contrast, 

Karadeloglou et al. (2001), using a wage-price-GDP model, find 

devaluations to be slightly expansionary in one out of three countries, only 

initially expansionary, but with no long run effect, in the second country, and 

contractionary in the third one. Chou and Chao (2001) employ a dataset 

across 5 Asian economies (including South Korea) and show that there is no 

long run relationship between real output and real exchange rate. Bahmani - 

Oskooee et al. (2002) investigate the effect of currency depreciation on 

output in Asian countries. They found that in many Asian countries 

depreciation is contractionary. Magendzo (2002) uses a dataset of 155 

countries and finds that the contractionary effect of currency devaluations 

vanishes once selection bias is taken care of. Using alternative definitions of 

devaluations, he concludes that devaluations show no statistically significant 

effect on output growth. In contrast, Ahmed et al. (2002) compare 

devaluation episodes across a group of developing and industrial economies, 

where industrial economies are split according to their exchange rate 

regimes. They find that for industrial countries both, devaluations and 

depreciations are expansionary, while for developing countries devaluations 

are contractionary. Christopoulos (2004) considers panel data of 11 Asian 

countries (including South Korea); the estimated model provided empirical 

support for contractionary devaluation in the long-run. It is found that, in the 
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long run, in 5 out of 11 countries and for the panel as a whole, depreciation 

exerts a negative impact on output growth while for three countries 

depreciation improves growth prospects. Upadhyaya et al. (2004) study the 

effect of currency depreciation using panel data and finds that while 

the exchange rate depreciation is expansionary in the short run, it is neutral 

in the medium and long run. In a study of 42 countries (18 OECD and 

24 non - OECD), Bahmani-Oskooee and Miteza (2006) find that for all 

countries, as well as an extended period for non-OECD countries, the model 

reveals that in the long-run, nominal exchange rate devaluations are 

contractionary. This finding is confirmed in all model specifications for non-

OECD countries as compared to OECD countries. A study by Miteza (2006), 

the impact of real exchange rate devaluation on aggregate output for a group 

of five transition economies is examined. The estimation of the long run 

relationship reveals that devaluations are contractionary in the long run. 

Kalyoncu et al. (2008) study the effect of currency devaluation on output 

level of 23 OECD countries and find that output growth is affected by 

currency devaluations in the long run in 9 out of 23 countries. In 6 out of 9 

countries, depreciation exerts a negative impact on output growth; however, 

depreciation improves output in 3 countries. Bussière et al. (2012) provide 

new empirical evidence using a dataset for 108 emerging and developing 

economies (including Iran and South Korea) over the period 1960–2006. 

Main finding is that currency collapses are associated with a permanent 

output loss relative to trend. 

The literature has put less attention to what happens to output after a 

currency collapse. Key exceptions include Hutchison and Noy (2002), Hong 

and Tornell (2005), Gupta et al. (2007), Tovar (2010), and Bussière et al. 

(2012). However, there is no systematic study regarding our 6 Asian 

economies examining this relationship. In general, the effect of currency 
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collapses on output still remains unsettled in the empirical macroeconomic 

literature.  

Table 1: Summary of Some Empirical Results of Exchange Rate 

Devaluation Effect on Economic Growth 

 Period Countries Short run Long run 

Edwards (1986) 1965-80 
12 developing 

countries 
Contractionary Neutral 

Khan (1988) 1973-1986 67 countries --- 
Statistically 

insignificant 

Edwards (1989) 1965-84 
12 developing 

countries 
Contractionary, Neutral 

Nunnenkamp  

& Schweickert  

(1990) 

1982- 1987 
48 developing 

countries 

Contractionary, 

for exporters of 

manufactures 

Expansionary 

for exporters of 
agricultural 

products 

Agenor (1991) 1978-1987 
23 developing 

countries 
Contractionary? Contractionary? 

Kamin & Klau  

(1998) 
1970-1996 

27 countries (Latin 

America, Asia  and 

Industrialized  world 

--- Neutral 

Bahmani-

Oskooee (1998) 
1973-1988 23 LDCs --- Neutral 

Chou & Chao 

(2001) 
1966-1998 5 Asian countries Contractionary? Neutral 

Magendzo (2002) 1970–1999 155 countries --- Neutral 

Ahmed (2003) 1983-1999 
5 Latin American 

Countries 
--- Contractionary 

Christopoulos  

(2004) 
1968-1999 

11 Asian countries 
(S. Korea included) 

---- 

Contractionary,  

5 out of 11. 
Expansionary 

 for 3 

Bahmani-

Oskooee  

& Miteza (2006) 

1988-97 

42 countries (18 

OECD and 24 non-

OECD) 

---- Contractionary 

Miteza (2006) 1993-2000 
five transition 

economies 
--- Contractionary 

Bussière, Saxena,  

& Tovar E. 

(2012) 

1960–2006 

108 emerging and 

developing 
economies 

--- Contractionary 

Source: Author‟s collection. 
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3. Methodology 

The following two-way fixed effects panel regression is applied to 

examine the impact of currency collapses on output growth rates (Bussière 

et al., 2012): 






 
3

3

,,,, ,...,1,,...,1.
j

tititijtijti TtniwvInflaDg            (1) 

where 
tig ,
 is real GDP growth rate in country i in year t; 

tiInfla ,
is the 

inflation rate; and 
jtiD ,
is a dummy variable for currency collapses. 

Specifically, 
jtiD ,
 is equal to one if country i has a currency collapse in 

period t. The regression includes the unobserved effects, where iv  is an 

idiosyncratic time-constant but cross-sectional varying component; tw is the 

time-varying but cross-section constant factor; and 
ti , is the standard error 

term. The motivation for regressing growth on leads and lags of the currency 

dummy variables is to retrieve information on what is happening before and 

after the currency crash.  

In equation (1), a negative relationship between the GDP growth rate  

(
tig ,
) and inflation rate (

tiInfla ,
) is expected ( 0 ). Theoretically, the 

overall effect of devaluations on output is contingent on whether 

depreciation occurs along with rising inflation or not. The stimulating impact 

of devaluation on export price competitiveness (and on domestic demand for 

locally produced goods) is expected to foster growth, whereas higher import 

prices (and upward pressures on export prices and profit margins in the 

export sector) are expected to induce higher domestic costs, and therefore, 

higher inflation. A rise in domestic inflation may partly offset any price 

competitiveness gains arising from the devaluation (by raising costs). Also 

rising inflation can adversely affect domestic demand and output. The 
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studies by Forbes (2002), Tover (2010), and Bussière et al. (2012) apply a 

similar methodology.  

4. Data and Data Transformation 

The sample covers six Asian countries (Indonesia, Iran, Malaysia, Pakistan, 

South Korea, and Turkey) over the yearly period of 1980 to 2012. The data, 

the nominal GDP, nominal exchange rate, GDP-deflator, and CPI, is 

collected from WDI. For analysis, the sample is divided to three groups: 

Group1 (Iran, Pakistan, and Turkey), Group2 (Indonesia, Malaysia, and 

Korea), and Group3 (all six economies).  

The GDP growth rate and inflation rate are calculated using the real GDP 

and CPI (2005, as a base year). A large currency collapse is defined if the 

annual change of nominal exchange rate in any given year is in the top 

quartile of all the episodes in the sample in which there is a relative loss in 

the currency value. The definition excludes appreciation episodes (Bussière 

et al., 2012). Table.2 summarizes the descriptive statistics of GDP growth 

rate and inflation rate variables. Table.3 displays the number of exchange 

change collapses in each country over the period of 1980- 2011.   

Table.2 shows that the lowest (highest) mean value of GDP growth rates 

among six economies corresponds to Iranian (Korean) economy and it is 

about 3.14% (6.04%). The highest (lowest) value of coefficient of variation 

(CV) is about 2.03 (0.44) and it belongs to Iranian (Pakistan) economy. The 

lowest (highest) mean value of inflation rate is 3.12% (48.01%) and it is 

related to Korean (Turkey) economy. The lowest (highest) CV value of 

inflation rate is 0.44 (1.00) and it belongs to Iranian (Korean) economy. 

Table.2 also shows that the overall mean value of GDP growth rate and 

inflation rate of six economies are 5.01% and 15.87%. It is observed that the 

lowest inflation rate and the highest GDP growth rate on average belong to 

group 2 economies, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Korea.  
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics 

 

 

GDP Growth Rate Inflation Rate 

IR PAK TUR IR PAK TUR 

 Mean  0.031440  0.050409 0.042536 0.193450  0.086029  0.480139 

 Median  0.035272  0.049612 0.051504 0.181476  0.083795  0.466710 

 Maximum  0.136878  0.102157 0.094855 0.496560  0.202861  1.101732 

 Minimum -0.132296  0.010144 -0.056975 0.043893  0.029141  0.062510 

 Std. Dev.  0.062933  0.021841 0.045075 0.084735  0.039395  0.305568 

 Skewness -0.541048  0.146828 -0.877789 1.345675  0.645089  0.211247 

 Kurtosis  3.374655  2.505657 2.654281 6.345094  3.536412  2.073104 

 Jarque-Bera  1.639121  0.440811 4.268763 24.57735  2.603060  1.383518 

 Probability  0.440625  0.802193 0.118318 0.000005  0.272115  0.500695 

 IND MAL KOR IND MAL S_KOR 

 Mean  0.054949  0.059796 0.060368 0.105227  0.031230  0.056107 

 Median  0.061045  0.065402 0.065324 0.088970  0.028870  0.040335 

 Maximum  0.090847  0.100027 0.111041 0.583871  0.097000  0.287001 

 Minimum -0.131267 -0.073594 -0.068545 0.037200  0.002900  0.008114 

 Std. Dev.  0.039831  0.039016 0.038286 0.094632  0.020137  0.055575 

 Skewness -3.316451 -1.648597 -1.323036 4.236811  1.103504  3.024865 

 Kurtosis  16.13559  5.799262 5.406919 21.88134  4.844128  12.12240 

 Jarque-Bera  288.7189  24.94315 17.05994 571.0764  11.02892  159.7565 

 Probability  0.000000  0.000004 0.000197 0.000000  0.004028  0.000000 

 Observations 32 32 32 32 32 32 

 

Group1: IR, PAK, TUR 
Group2: IND, MAL, 

S_KOR 
Group3: Six Economies 

GDP 

Growth 

Rate 

Inflation 

Rate 

GDP 

Growth 

Rate 

Inflation 

Rate 

GDP Growth 

Rate 

Inflation 

Rate 

 Mean 0.041675 0.253206 0.058371 0.064188 0.050111 0.158697 

 Median 0.049082 0.144063 0.063086 0.047376 0.057405 0.085720 

 Maximum 0.136878 1.101732 0.111041 0.583871 0.136878 1.101732 

 Minimum -0.132296 0.029141 -0.131267 0.002900 -0.132296 0.002900 

 Std. Dev. 0.046169 0.247552 0.038713 0.070835 0.043269 0.204829 

 Skewness -1.014820 1.628189 -2.130018 4.684122 -1.467430 2.447690 

 Kurtosis 4.928667 4.901555 9.611654 32.39967 6.312157 8.919196 

 Jarque-Bera 30.70351 56.87961 247.4475 3808.418 155.0383 472.0130 

 Probability 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

Observations 96 96 96 96 192 192 

Source: Author‟s calculation
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Table 3: Number of Exchange Rate Change Collapses (1980-2011)  

Period IR PAK TUR IND MAL S_KOR 

1980-1989 4 4 3 2 4 1 

1990-1999 2 3 7 1 2 2 

2000-2011 4 3 1 -- 1 2 

1980-2011 10 10 11 3 7 5 

Rank 1.5 1.5 1 6 4 5 

Source: Author‟s finding       

Table.3 shows the number of exchange rate change collapses. Among six 

economies, Turkey with 11 times exchange rate change collapses ranks 1 

whereas Indonesia with 3 times ranks 6 and its economy stands at lowest 

number of collapses.  

5. Results 

The literature of contractionary devaluations has for the most part used least 

squares estimation techniques on levels from pooled cross-section and time 

series data. However, these studies can still suffer from the so-called 

spurious regression problem, which necessitates the use of panel regression 

analysis. Applying the principles of the Engle and Granger (1987) 

methodology on pooled data, when the variables are integrated of equal 

degree, any OLS-based estimates of the cointegrating vector are consistent. 

Therefore, the integrating property of each panel variable is examined by 

means of employing one of several panel unit root tests. Their most prized 

feature perhaps is the degree of homogeneity that they allow. A test by Levin 

and Lin (1992) allows for heterogeneity of the intercepts across members of 

the panel, a more recent test by Im, Pesaran, and Shin (1997) allows for 

heterogeneity in intercepts as well as in the slope coefficients. Similar 

adjustments become necessary when the test is applied to the residuals of a 

model like equation (1) with multiple regressors.  
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Table.4 displays the variable panel unit root tests applying different test 

methods. All three test methods show that variables are stationary and do not 

have unit roots. Table.5 also shows the estimated residual in equation (1) has 

a stationary property to confirm a cointegrating regression.  

Table 4: Variable Panel Unit Root Tests 

      Group 3      Group 2         Group 1 

Method Variable 
Prob.* Statistics Prob.* Statistics Prob.* Statistics 

0.0001 -3.7496 0.0023 -2.8380 0.0064 
 
 

-2.4896 Levin, Lin & 

Chu   
GDP 

Growth 

Rate 
0.0005 34.8954 0.0149 15.7919 0.0040 

 
 

19.1035 
 

ADF- Fisher 

Chi-square 

0.0000 49.4340 0.0115 16.4494 0.0000 
 

 32.9846 
 

PP-Fisher 
Chi-square 

0.0000 -4.6274 0.0000 -5.2701 0.0143 -2.1882 Levin, Lin & 

Chu t  
Inflation 

Rate 0.0000 45.7085 0.0000 35.1636 0.1035 10.5449 ADF- Fisher 

Chi-square 

0.0000 44.9841 0.0000 34.3581 0.1006 10.6260 PP-Fisher  

Chi-square 

* Probabilities for Fisher tests are computed using an asymptotic Chi-square distribution. All 

other tests assume asymptotic normality; ADF - Fisher and PP - Fisher - Null Hypothesis: 

Unit Root (Individual Unit Root process). Levin, Lin & Chu Test - Null Hypothesis: Unit 

Root (common Unit Root process) Automatic lag length selection based on Modified 

Schwarz Criteria and Bartlett kernel. 

Table 5: Residual Stationary Test 

Method 
Group1 Group2 Group3 

Stat.* Stat.* Stat.* 

Levin, Lin & Chu  -8.06 -6.46 -9.49 

ADF- Fisher Chi-square 60.46 45.81 98.08 

PP-Fisher Chi-square 56.74 45.11 99.78 

*All values are at 1% level of significant.
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Table 6: Estimation Results

 

 

         Group 1   Group 2    Group 3 

  Coeff.   t-stat   Coeff. t-stat Coeff.     t-stat 

Collapset-3 -

0.002127 

-

0.176255 

0.012178  1.594861

0.003529 0.479111 

Collapset-2 0.000221 0.017611 0.005580 0.662004 0.006729 0.919171 

Collapset-1 0.007924 0.646439 -0.020553 -2.199656** 0.006950 0.928419 

Collapset -

0.007912 

-

0.580634 

-0.021963 -2.873150***

-0.019011 -2.420865* 

Collapset+1 0.017505 1.429153 -0.022532 -2.813875*** 0.007027 0.939141 

Collapset+2 0.014092 1.073298 -0.018064 -2.246748** 0.000489 0.062248 

Collapset+3 0.006963 0.474946 -0.014051 -1.645030 0.004067 0.492441 

Inflation -

0.066984 

-

1.298543 

-0.141667 

-3.16331*** 

-

0.0

842

02 

-2.900909*** 

Constant 0.049830 4.182*** 0.080

257 

16.78057*** 

0.0

632

93 

10.73284*** 

R-squared 0.476057 0.911157 0.497699 

F-stat. 1.090323 12.30703 3.050739 

F-Prob. 0.391433 0.000000 0.000002 

DW 1.640148 1.429807 1.544137 

Observation       78       78      156 

Countries        3    3        6 

*** 1%, **5%, and *10% levels of significant. 

Applying two-way fixed effects panel regression, the estimation results 

of currency collapse is summarized in Table 6.
1
 The coefficient of inflation 

rate variable has a correct expected sign theoretically, higher inflation 

reduces real GDP growth rate. The estimated coefficients are statistically 

significant in groups (2) and (3) but not statistically significant in group (1). 

 

1- The rest of estimation results are excluded to save space.  
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On average, controlling inflation rate by one point, the growth rate changes 

in opposite direction by about 0.08 point in whole sample economies.  

Table.6 shows that the current currency crash has a negative effect on 

economic growth on all groups but this effect is not statistically significant 

for group (1), Iran, Pakistan, and Turkey. Large currency devaluation has 

moderate and statistically significant contractionary effects on growth one 

and two years before and after the currency crash, time t, in group (2) 

economies, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Korea. For this group, an aspect worth 

highlighting is that the estimates suggest that growth experiences a 

slowdown one year prior to the currency collapse and two years after the 

currency collapse, and on average it remains negative for these economies. 

In other words, we do find evidence suggesting that currency collapses are 

on average contractionary for some sample Asian economies. The results 

further confirm the V shape effect of currency devaluation on economic 

growth of groups (1) and (2) countries observed by Milesi-Ferretti and Razin 

(1998) regarding to other developing economies. 

6. Conclusion 

Applying two-way fixed effects panel econometric model over the period 

1980-2011 aiming to find the effects of currency collapses in six Asian 

economies, the estimation shows the following results: 

1- The coefficient of inflation rate, as a control policy variable, shows 

higher inflation decreases in real GDP growth rate in whole countries; 

however, its effect is statistically significant on Indonesian, 

Malaysian, and South Korean economies. On average, controlling 

inflation rate by one point, the GDP growth rate is expected to change 

by about 0.08 point in opposite direction in whole sample economies. 

When the sample economies are subdivided to two groups, Iran, 

Pakistan, and Turkey versus Indonesia, Malaysia, and South Korea, 
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the effect of inflation control is much higher (about 0.12) in the latter 

group.   

2- The currency crash has a negative effect on economic growth on 

grouped samples economies, its effect is not statistically significant 

for the group of Iran, Pakistan, and Turkey compared to the second  

group, Indonesia, Malaysia, and South Korea, and the whole group of 

 six economies.  

3- A large currency devaluation has moderate and statistically significant 

contractionary effects on growth, one and two years before and after 

the currency crash time t, in Indonesian, Malaysian, and Korean 

economies. For this group, the estimates suggest that growth 

experiences a slowdown one year prior to the currency collapse and 

two years after the currency collapse, and on average it remains 

negative for these economies.  

Overall, we do find evidence suggesting that currency collapses are on 

average contractionary for some sample Asian economies.  

Policy implication study is clear. The policymakers of six Asian 

economies should avoid a large currency devaluation to prevent its 

contractionary effect on economic growth.   
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Abstract 

Korean credit unions (CUs) are considered to be a hidden contributor to the 

“Korean miracle”, characterized by remarkable economic growth and 

relatively low income inequality. The Korean miracle not only generated 

wealth in an economically strapped and socially under-privileged people, 

 but also contributed to regional community development and the 

democratization of Korean society. In this study, we analyzed how Korean 

CUs contributed to the Korean economy and society, and we identified the 

challenges now facing Korean CUs. We investigated how Korean CUs were 

established and how they have developed, and we present their remarkable 

achievements. We analyzed their present characteristics as well as the 
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difficulties they experienced during the recent global financial crises, and we 

discuss the many challenges they face going forward. 

 

Keywords: Korean Credit Union Movement, Credit union, Cooperatives 
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1. Introduction 

Korea
1
 has achieved remarkable economic growth over the past 60 years, 

and the nation has been dubbed the “Miracle on the Han River”. The South 

Korean economy expanded from near zero to over one trillion dollars 

between 1960 and 2013. The country transformed itself after the destruction 

of the Korean War into a wealthy and developed country with a globally 

influential economy and prominent multinational conglomerates, including 

Samsung, LG, and Hyundai-Kia. Today, Korea stands as a global role model 

for economic development. 

Especially noteworthy in Korea‟s remarkable growth is that it was 

accompanied by relatively low income inequality, compared with other 

economies that have experienced rapid economic progress. The Gini 

coefficient, which is an index of a nation‟s income inequality, has been 

relatively low (31.3%, World Bank, 2007) in Korea until very recently, 

although today there is growing concern over the widening income gap. 

Effective economic development and implementation by the government 

and the role of leading conglomerates (Samsung, Hyundai, and LG) have 

been frequently mentioned as factors that contributed to the remarkable 

economic growth and low income inequality in Korea. However, the 

contribution of the credit union (CU) movement in Korea has not been paid 

as much attention as it deserves, and the role of CUs should not be 

overlooked. In particular, the pioneering organizers of the Korean CU 

movement attempted to proactively establish remedies for the social 

disadvantages and economic inequalities that typically accompany rapid 

economic progress. In the 1960s, when the Korean CU movement began, 

access to official financial institutions like banks was very limited for lower 

income groups who lacked property and good credit records. These groups 

 

1- Throughout the paper, if not stated otherwise, “Korea” is understood to stand for 

the Republic of Korea or South Korea.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Korean_War
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Developed_country
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multinational_corporation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samsung
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LG
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyundai-Kia
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depended mostly on private loans with high annual interest rates of up to 

40%. To overcome this difficulty, low-income groups created cooperative 

CUs with the stated purpose of the “abolishment of the usurious private loan 

market”. By establishing CUs, the low-income groups could begin to 

accumulate wealth, and were able to provide small loans to other members 

of their community in urgent need of money at reasonable interest rates. In 

this way, the low-income population began to enter the middle class. 

In this study, we analyzed how the CUs were created in Korea, as well as 

how they have developed over the past 60 years. We investigated what 

Korean CUs have achieved and the characteristics they have developed, as 

well as the hardships and restructuring they experienced during difficult 

economic periods. We also identified several challenges that Korean CUs 

will face in the future.     

2. Creation and Development of Credit Unions in Korea 

2.1. Credit union characteristics 

A CU is a member-owned financial cooperative
1
 that is democratically 

controlled by its members and operated for the purpose of promoting thrift, 

providing credit at competitive rates, and providing other financial services 

to its members. Many CUs also provide services intended to support 

community development and could be considered community development 

financial institutions. A CU operates under basic principles that are founded 

in the philosophy of cooperation and mutual self-help. Although some 

variation exists in implementing these principles, the concept of human 

development and the sense of community expressed through people working 

together to achieve a better life for themselves and their community is at the 

 

1- A cooperative is an autonomous association of persons united voluntarily to meet 

their common economic, social, and cultural needs and aspirations through a 

jointly-owned and democratically controlled enterprise.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_institution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cooperative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Credit_(finance)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community_development
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community_development_financial_institution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community_development_financial_institution
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heart of the movement. [The related law was approved on August 24, 1984, 

by the World Council of Credit Union (WOCCU) Membership Council]. 

Specifically, a CU has the following characteristics. First, membership in 

a CU is voluntary and open to all within the accepted common bond of 

association that can make use of its services and are willing to accept the 

corresponding responsibilities. Second, CUs are democratically controlled; 

CU members enjoy equal voting rights (one member, one vote) and 

participate in decisions affecting the CU without regard to a member‟s 

amount of savings or deposits or volume of business. Third, CU services are 

directed to improve the economic and social wellbeing of all members. To 

encourage thrift through savings and to facilitate the offer of loans and other 

services, a fair interest rate, within the CU‟s capability, is paid on savings 

and deposits. After covering costs associated with finance, operating costs, 

provisions for loan losses, and ensuring appropriate capital reserves, any 

surplus arising from CU operations belongs to and benefits all members. A 

surplus may be distributed among members in proportion to their 

transactions with the CU as dividends on shares or directed to improvements 

or additional services for members. Fourth, CUs emphasize the building of 

financial stability; a prime concern of the CU is to build financial strength, 

including adequate reserves and internal controls that will ensure continued 

service to its membership (Ward and McKillop, 2005). 

CUs differ from banks and other financial institutions in the following 

ways (Wikipedia, 2013): 

 Only members may have accounts in the CU and deposit or borrow 

money (CUNA, 2007).  

 CU policies governing interest rates and other matters are set by a 

volunteer Board of Directors elected by and from the membership 

itself. In addition, Board members are elected using a one-person-one-

vote system (a single vote for each depositor), regardless of the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bank
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deposit_account
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Money
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interest_rate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One_man_one_vote
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One_man_one_vote
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amount invested. 

 CUs are self-characterized as having "higher moral ground" than 

banks; CUs aim to be "community-oriented" and to "serve people, not 

profit”. The Credit Union National Association (CUNA) claims the 

following: “Credit unions exist to help people, not make a profit. Our 

goal is to serve our entire members well, including those of modest 

means - every member counts... The same people-first philosophy 

causes credit unions and our employees to get involved in community 

charitable activities and worthwhile causes” (CUNA, 2013). This 

philosophy is well expressed in a small CU‟s motto: "Where people 

are worth more than money" (Lanier Federal Credit Union, 2013). 

 Credit unions provide a broader range of loans and savings products at 

a much cheaper cost to their members than do most microfinance 

institutions. 

Historically, people have cooperated for their mutual advantage through 

the CU movement and to bring hope to economically strapped and socially 

underprivileged people. The CU movement traces its origins to Germany‟s 

Friedrich Wilhelm Raiffeisen (1818~1888), who led the CU movement in 

rural areas, and to Hermann Schulze-Delitzsch (1808~1883), who focused 

on urban areas. The CU movement gradually spread to other parts of the 

world, including Italy and the United States (US) sometime around the early 

1900s (Wikipedia, 2013).  

2.2 Creation and development of Korean credit unions 

A Catholic nun and priest who cared deeply about the Korean poor and who 

wanted to bring hope to them initiated the Korean CU movement in 1960. In 

May 1960, an American nun, Sister Mary Gabriella (1900~1993), launched 

the first CU in Korea, the Holy Family Credit Union, with 27 members, all 

of whom were employees at Maryknoll Hospital and Catholic Relief 

Services in Busan, Korea. Sister Mary Gabriella had received training with 

regard to CUs from the Coady International Institute of St. Francis Xavier 

http://www.cuna.org/gov_affairs/legislative/cu_difference.html
http://www.cuna.org/gov_affairs/legislative/cu_difference.html
http://www.cuna.org/gov_affairs/legislative/cu_difference.html
http://www.cuna.org/gov_affairs/legislative/cu_difference.html
http://www.cuna.org/gov_affairs/legislative/cu_difference.html
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University in Canada in 1957, and she also made use of materials and 

information from CUNA. In June of the same year, Father Chang Dae-ik 

(1923~2008) and his followers in the Cooperatives Economic Study Group 

established the Central Credit Union for Catholics in Seoul. These two early 

CUs set the Korean CU movement in motion. The Cooperatives Economic 

Study Group was organized and guided by Father Chang for the purpose of 

studying and establishing cooperatives. In addition, like Sister Mary 

Gabrielle, he had been educated about cooperatives by Dr. Coady at St. 

Francis Xavier University in Canada. 

The Korean CU movement, initiated by Catholic Church, then spread 

throughout the nation. New CUs were established one-by-one by pioneers of 

the movement in both rural and urban areas. The CU scheme met the needs 

of poor farmers and the small-scale self-employed. Traditionally, poor 

Korean farmers in rural areas suffered under high interest rate private loans 

until they could liquidate their cultivated crops during harvest season. The 

self-employed also depended on private loans with outrageously high 

interest rates when faced with an urgent cash need. Thus, the CUs were 

welcomed as a breakthrough by these people. At that time, CUs were the 

only route by which economically strapped people could borrow urgently-

needed money at a reasonable cost. In May 1965, The Korean Credit Union 

League, a trade association, was established (Choi, 2010). 

In August 1972, the Korean Credit Union Act was promulgated, which 

was a milestone in the development of CUs in Korea. To deal with tax 

problems and to facilitate the securing of loan rights, pioneers of the CU 

movement had suggested the necessity of such an act but, for various 

reasons, the government was slow to enact any legislation. Then, during the 

legislation process, the US government dispatched an advisor to Korea, and 

the act moved forward. Thanks to the act, Korean CUs and their association 

were established legal entities, thereby setting the stage for further 
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development. In March 1973, the National Credit Union Federation of Korea 

(NACUFOK, former KCUL) was organized. 

3. Achievements of Korean Credit Unions 

Over 50 years have passed since the first Korean CU was established, and 

their presence and influence has grown rapidly over that time period. The 

achievements made by Korean CUs over the past 50 years can be 

summarized as follows: 

3.1. The number of CUs 

An increasing number of CUs is a primary growth index. The growth trend 

of Korean CUs by year is shown in Figure 1. As of 2012, the number of CUs 

in Korea was 950, and the number has declined steadily after peaking in 

1995. The decline in the number of CUs is the result of continuous 

restructuring after the Asian and global financial crises in 1997 and 2008. 

However, although the total number of CUs has declined, CUs have, on 

average, become bigger and financially stronger.  

Figure 1: The number of CUs by year (1985-2012) 

 
 

                 Source: NACUFOK (2013c). 
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3.2. Members 

Figure 2 presents the membership numbers of CUs by year (1985-2012). 

Membership in CUs has increased to over 5 million in 2012, which is  

more than 5 times greater than the 1.184 million members associated with 

CUs in 1985.  

Figure 2: Membership of CUs by year (1985-2012) 

 

            Source: NACUFOK (2013c). 

3.3. Total assets 

Figure 3 illustrates the trend in growth of total assets of Korean CUs. As 

shown in the Figure, total Korean CU assets were KRW 55 trillion (USD 50 

billion) as of 2012. Assets have increased remarkably since 2009, when the 

upper limit for a tax-free installation savings per member increased from 

KRW 20 million (USD 18 thousand) to KRW 30 million (USD 27.3 

thousand). According to Korean tax law, interest income accrued from 

installation savings (up to KRW 30 million per member) in member-owned 

financial cooperatives (i.e., CUs in the Korea Federation of Community 

Credit Cooperatives) is tax-free to promote wealth formation in low- and 

middle-income groups.   
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Figure 3: Total assets of Korean CUs (1985-2012) 

 

 

Unit: KRW billion 

Source: NACUFOK (2013c). 

 

3.4. Asset size 

Table 1 lists the number of CUs by asset size. As indicated in the Table, a 

trend towards bigger CUs has occurred. In 1985, CUs with less than KRW 1 

billion in assets accounted for more than 80% of Korean CUs. However, by 

2002, 410 CUs (43.2%) operated with assets greater than KRW 50 billion 

(USD 45.5 million). As of July 2013, the largest CU in Korea (Choungwun 

Credit Union in Daegu City) had KRW 683.4 billion (USD 620 million) 

in assets. 
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Table 1: Number of CUs by asset size (1985-2012) 

Unit: KRW billion 

year 
No. of 

CUs 

Less 

than 1 
1~5 5~20 20~30 30~50 

More 

than 50 

1985 1,207 979 214 14 0 0 0 

1990 1,315 514 613 188 0 0 0 

1995 1,665 324 559 624 94 48 16 

2000 1,317 103 264 620 156 108 66 

2005 1,051 41 140 422 201 142 105 

2010 961 10 76 197 119 215 344 

2012 950 9 60 169 113 189 410 

Source: NACUFOK (2013c). 

3.5. Number and assets of CUs by size 

There are three different types of CUs, including community CUs, employee 

CUs, and group/association CUs based on a common bond. Common bond 

CUs can be further categorized based on administrative district, economic 

zone, life zone, workplace, or group (Goo, 2007).  Table 2 presents both the 

number and the assets of CUs by size (1985-2012). As shown in the Table, 

as of 2012, the breakdown of Korean CUs was as follows: 677 community 

CUs (71.2%), 159 employee CUs (16.7%), and 114 group/association CUs 

(12.0%). Since 1985, a steady decline in the numbers of employee and 

group/association CUs has occurred. 
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Table 2: Numbers and assets of CUs by size (1985-2012) 

Unit: KRW billion 

Year 

No. of CUs Asset 

Total Community Employees Group Total Community Employees Group 

1985 1,207 518 331 358 1,410 741 248 421 

1990 1,315 549 330 436 3,596 2,012 518 1,066 

1995 1,665 744 368 553 13,192 7,607 1,251 4,335 

2000 1,317 818 252 247 20,442 16,031 1,580 2,830 

2005 1,051 675 200 176 23,938 19,147 2,085 2,706 

2010 961 671 164 126 47,749 41,192 2,643 3,914 

2012 950 677 159 114 55,296 48,181 2,941 4,174 

Source: NACUFOK (2013c). 

4. Characteristics and Structure of the Korean Credit Union 

Movement 

4.1. Characteristics and structure of the Korean credit union 

movement 

The Korean CU movement has developed several unique characteristics, 

which has contributed to its success: 

4.2. Bottom-up movement. 

The Korean CU movement began as a grassroots, or bottom-up, social 

movement. Ordinary Korean people organized and managed CUs through 

their own efforts, although they were often led by civic-minded campaigners 

who recognized the importance of mutual help and cooperatives to break the 

cycle of poverty in a capitalistic society. The establishment of Korean CUs 

differed from that in many other developing countries, where governments 

initiated CUs as an instrument of economic development policy. Although 
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the Korean CU movement received some foreign aid in its earliest years, the 

budget of NACUFOK has since been fully covered by membership fees. 

Thus, Korea CUs, which are based on the spirit of self-help, are a role model 

for the development of CUs in developing countries. 

4.3. Emphasis on education 

The success of the Korean CU movement can be largely attributed to 

education. Training and education have been emphasized on various levels. 

A particular level of education was often mandatory for full CU 

membership. Furthermore, leadership opportunities exist for members; 

members are encouraged to serve as Board members, executives, and 

presidents. For this purpose, the Credit Union Training Center (CUTC) was 

established in 1981 with help from a German foundation (the Konrad 

Adenauer Stiftung), which had a tradition in the Raiffeisien movement
1
. The 

CUTC now offers a wide range of programs and courses to educate members 

and employees (managers, directors, and even CU presidents) as financial 

specialists. For example, the CUTC MBA program has turned out 1,557 

graduates (as of Feb, 2013), thereby serving as a human capital 

source for Korean CUs and playing a pivotal role in the future of the 

CU movement.  

4.4. Contributions to democracy 

The achievements of the Korean CU movement are not limited to business 

performance and ameliorating low income equality in Korea. The Korean 

CU movement has also contributed to societal and cultural development  

(Choi, 2010). In particular, CUs enabled their members to practice 

democratic principles. CU members enjoy equal voting rights (one member, 

 

1- In 1864 Friedrich Wilhelm Raiffeisen founded the first rural CU in Heddesdorf 

(now part of Neuwied) in Germany 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Wilhelm_Raiffeisen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuwied
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one vote) and participate in all major decisions affecting CUs. This 

experience in democracy within CUs contributed to the diffusion of 

democracy throughout Korean society. 

4.5. Interest in social contribution 

Korean CUs provide help for their members in need, and they share their 

profits with communities as well as members. Through social welfare 

projects as well as regional community development projects, such as 

farmer‟s markets and shopping malls, Korean CUs provide support for both 

members‟ businesses and the regional economy. Meanwhile, Korean CUs 

also focus efforts on art and cultural projects, environmental conservation, 

lifelong education, and scholarship programs.  

4.6. The structure of the Korean Credit Union Movement 

At present, Korean CUs exist in a two-level structure: primary CUs and 

national CUs (NACUFOK). 

4.6.1. Primary credit unions 

Primary CUs in Korea are organized as shown in Figure 4. Each CU consists 

of a General Meeting, a Board of Directors, Auditors, etc. The General 

Meeting, which is the top decision-making organization within the CU 

system, determines basic guidelines for operation. Meanwhile, the Board of 

Directors, President, and the Auditors share various operational functions. 

This structure holds each part in check, helping to strike a balance and, 

ultimately, safeguard the rights of the CU membership. 
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Figure 4: Primary Credit Union Structure 
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Source: NACUFOK (2013b) 
 

4.6.2. National Credit Union Federation of Korea 

The National Credit Union Federation of Korea (NACUFOK) is a non-profit 

organization. NACUFOK was established in 1964 and is an apex trade 

association, financial intermediary, and business organization comprising all 

CUs. Today, NACUFOK is based in Daejeon, Korea. As a trade association, 

NACUFOK represents member CUs to the government, regulators, and the 

international CU society. It conducts publicity, supervision, management 

consulting, and education. As a financial intermediary, NACUFOK manages 

an inter-lending service as a central financial facility, and it invests surplus 

funds in high-grade mutual funds, government and corporate bonds, and 

other securities. In addition, NACUFOK offers a variety of mutual insurance 

services to members with 76 products & 1,035,313 contracts via credit 
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unions. NACUFOK's solvency margin ratio, adapted to the EU-based 

solvency margin method, is 393.73% (as of Dec. 31, 2012). Figure 5 shows 

the structure of NACUFOK and its affiliated organizations. 

Figure 5: NACUFOK and its affiliated organizations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: NACUFOK (2013b). 
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competition among domestic and global financial institutions has become 

fiercer. This heightened competition created financial troubles for many 

small and less competitive CUs. Moreover, a “moral hazard” associated with 

directors and employees that occurred in some CUs led to a deterioration in 

the situation.  

The first and largest crisis Korean CUs experienced in their history was 

the 1997 Korean financial crisis, during which the Korean economy 

defaulted and required bailout by the International Monetary Fund (IMF). 

The 1997 crisis was a finishing blow to many ailing CUs. Influenced by 

restructuring plans, recommended by the IMF for the revival of the 

economy, many Korean companies also collapsed. As a result, many primary 

CUs with invested money in collapsed company bonds were also driven to 

insolvency. As of November 1997, there were 239 problematic CUs, the so-

called “management guidance-needed CUs”, which were defined as having 

“non-performing loans of more than double their net asset” values. 

At that time, NACUFOK had its own system, the “Safety Fund System” 

that was autonomously established in 1984 to protect deposits by members 

when CUs went into bankruptcy. The Safety Fund System scheme was 

funded by member CUs in proportion to the amount of loans outstanding and 

was used to pay back deposits in case of CU bankruptcy. However, the rising 

number of problematic CUs during the 1997 financial crisis imposed a heavy 

burden on the Safety Fund; the amount of deposits to be paid went far 

beyond the capabilities of the Fund, and the Korean CU system was in 

danger of losing its credibility. 

5.1.2. Government intervention and the restructuring of CUs 

During the 1997 crisis, CUs were not the only institutions facing trouble. 

The Korean government was worried about chain bankruptcy and actively 

intervened in many types of financial institutions. It integrated the various 

deposit insurance functions operated by financial institutions on their own 
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into the Korea Deposit Insurance Corporation (KDIC). The KDIC is a 

deposit insurance corporation that had been established in 1996 in South 

Korea to protect depositors and maintain the stability of the financial system. 

In December 1997, the Korean government modified the Depositor 

Protection Act to include CUs in the KDIC. Under this Act, all CU deposits 

of up to KRW 50 million (combined principle and interest) were insured; 

this move by the government helped to calm CU members‟ anxiety and 

resulted in the stabilization of the CU system. 

From April 1998 to December 2003, the KDIC injected public funds 

amounting to KRW 4,757.9 billion (USD 4.3 billion) for the restructuring of 

as many as 327 CUs. Although many Korean CUs survived following 

restructuring, significant losses also occurred. The KDIC sued 4,146 

directors and employees of 325 CUs for various violations, claiming KRW 

588.8 billion (USD 535.2 million). As a result, many CUs were closed or 

merged to create larger institutions, and the total number of Korean CUs 

decreased to less than 1000. However, the biggest loss was damage to the 

self-management model, which is one of the principal operating rules of 

CUs. In return for the public funds, CUs had no choice other than to submit 

to the control of financial authorities, such as the Financial Services 

Commission (FSC) and the Financial Supervisory Service (FSS)
1
. Today, all 

Korean CUs are subject to the same governmental regulations as banks and 

securities companies. Table 3 illustrates the changes in operating bodies for 

funds used for protection of deposits. 

 

1- All Korean financial institutions are regulated by two government organizations: 

the FSC and FSS. 

      The Financial Services Commission (FSC), formerly the Financial Supervisory 

Commission, is the South Korean government's top financial regulator. It makes 

financial policies and directs the Financial Supervisory Service.  

     The Financial Supervisory Service (FSS) is South Korea's integrated financial 

regulator that examines and supervises financial institutions under the broad 

oversight of the Financial Services Commission 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deposit_insurance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Korea
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Korea
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Korean_government
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_Supervisory_Service_(South_Korea)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_Services_Commission_(South_Korea)
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Table 3: Changes in operating bodies for deposit protection 

Name Operating body Period 

Safety Fund NACUFOK 1.1.1984 – 3.31.1998 

Redemption Fund 
Korea Deposit Insurance 

Corporation (KDIC) 
4.1.1998 – 12.31.2002 

Deposit Protection Fund* 
Korea Deposit Insurance 

Corporation (KDIC) 
1.1.2003 – 12.31.2003 

Depositor Protection 

Fund 
NACUFOK 1.1.2004 – present 

  * This fund was temporarily established for the restructuring of the CUs for one year. 

 

As seen in the Table, the Depositor Protection Fund returned to 

NACUFOK in January 2004. This shift in operating body was made based 

on the rationale that the restructuring of problematic CUs was nearly 

complete and that the operation of a depositor protection fund that 

considered the characteristics specific to CUs was needed for their 

revitalization. According to the present Depositor Protection Fund System 

operated by NACUFOK, all members‟ deposits (shares, installment savings, 

checking deposits) of up to KRW50 million (USD 45 thousands) in 

combined principle and interest are safeguarded by the CU in case  

of bankruptcy. 

5.2. Challenges 

Although Korean CUs have developed successfully, they are also now facing 

many challenges: 

5.2.1. Deteriorating business environment 

The business environment surrounding Korean CUs has been deteriorating in 

recent years: 

 Deposits to Korean CUs have recently increased enormously, because 

installment savings of members are tax-free up to KRW 30 million 
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(USD 27.3 thousand) based on the Tax Reduction and Exemption 

Control Act (of Korea). However, in the recent financial markets in 

which low interest rates are the norm, CUs have had difficulty 

identifying investments that generate sufficiently high revenues. 

 The market for CUs has decreased as a result of penetration by the 

big banks into the financial market, which had previously been 

enjoyed exclusively by mutual financial organizations like CUs. 

 Excessive governmental regulations have de-motivated the business 

activities of many CUs.    

 Korean CUs are never free from household debt, which is considered 

potentially explosive in the Korean economy. 

5.2.2. Revision of governance 

The cooperative governance of primary CUs and NACUFOK needs 

improvement. In primary CUs, management functions are concentrated in 

the Board of Directors and the President; however, the system would benefit 

from decentralization so that only direction or supervision of CUs is 

undertaken by the Board and the President, leaving routine management to 

professional managers. Furthermore, the controlling function of NACUFOK 

should be separated and strengthened further. 

5.2.3. Rapidly clearing out the problematic credit unions 

Potentially problematic credit unions should be removed quickly from the 

system.  Autonomous mergers with healthier CUs should be recommended 

prior to bankruptcy. To accomplish this goal, expansion of the Merger Fund 

of NACUFOK is needed (Kim, 2010). 

5.2.4. Enhancement of the competencies of managers and 

employees 

Insolvency in many CUs can be directly attributable to the poor performance 

of their managers and employees. Thus, managerial and technical 

competencies need to be developed to contribute to the continuous growth of 

the CU system. 
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5.2.5 Active development of core youth members 

The existing membership of CUs is aging. Core youth members, under 30 

years old, who are highly committed to their CUs must be actively 

encouraged for the future, especially in the urban sector. 

5.2.6. Strengthening the ownership of members 

Community-based financial cooperatives must be close to their members 

both physically and psychologically. Various kinds of efforts should to be 

made to strengthen and foster a sense of ownership and attachment to CUs. 

6. Conclusion 

We investigated how Korean CUs were established, developed, and achieved 

remarkable results. The present features of Korean CUs were also analyzed, 

as were the problems they experienced and the many challenges they face 

going forward. In this study, we demonstrated how Korean CUs have 

contributed to the wellbeing of economically strapped and socially 

underprivileged Koreans, as well as to regional community development and 

the democratization of Korean society. In fact, the Korean CU movement 

has been an overlooked factor in the Korean miracle and an unacknowledged 

contributor to the development of Korean society. However, Korean CUs 

now face a dilemma with respect to their core identity as financial 

cooperatives. 

Pioneers of the Korean CU movement were focused on improving the 

situation of poor farmers and economically weak urban dwellers. They were 

mostly idealists, with dreams of building a society in which all members 

could grow strong together, but they were sometimes limited in their ability 

to develop their unions into financially sound and competitive institutions.  

Other aspects of CUs have been greatly emphasized since the late 1990s, 

when the restructuring of CUs began in earnest. Many CUs became more 

conscious of the importance of profitability to their survival. Profit became a 
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top management priority, despite the fact that the original spirit of CUs was 

to serve people, not profit. As such, the identity of CUs as economic 

institutions was emphasized over their role as an instrument of social 

development. 

Much controversy remains over how CUs should be conceived. This 

economic institution vs. social development instrument debate is at the core 

of the present identity crisis in the Korean CU movement. However, we 

firmly believe that this identity crisis is a natural and healthy phenomenon, 

because the balancing of profitability and social development is a perennial 

problem facing CUs. We believe that this identity crisis is needed for the 

process of growth and will enable further development of Korean CUs. 

Despite identity issues, Korean CUs remain vitally important to the 

economically strapped and socially underprivileged sectors of both urban and 

rural populations in Korea. 
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1. Introduction 

Vietnam, a major transition economy in South East Asia and an important 

member of the Trans-Pacific Partnership, has achieved remarkable economic 

growth and development since the introduction of its economic reform (Doi 

Moi) beginning in 1986 (Harvie and Tran, 1997; Phan et al., 2006; Tran 

2012). In particular, Vietnam‟s opening-up policy (the so-called free-market-

with-a-socialist orientation reform), new laws on the enterprises in 2001 and 

2006, and high economic growth have had a deep beneficial impact on the 

development, transformation, dynamic structure, entrepreneurship and 

performance of its industrial sector (Ronnas and Ramamurpthy, 2001; GSO, 

2012). In recent years however, the country has faced serious problems. 

These include high inflation in 2007-08 immediately after its 2007 WTO 

membership and also in 2012, the rise of China‟s growth, exports and 

regional economic power, the impact of the global financial crisis (GFC) that 

started late in 2008 and was still lingering in 2012 (WB, 2012), and the 

2011-2012 Euro sovereign debt crisis and its global contagion. All these 

developments have adversely affected Vietnam‟s growth, industrial 

development, enterprise performance, living standards, legal and 

institutional infrastructure.  

The paper is a rigorous study on the performance of one of Vietnam‟s 

important high-growth and high-profit industrial sectors, namely the foreign 

investment enterprises, during the past 20 years or so, and the role of capital, 

investment, monetary and development policy, entrepreneurship, legal 

reform, crises and economic integration on this performance. Its main focus 

is on constructing a model of enterprise performance (measured in terms of 

the sector‟s profit rates) to provide empirical findings to confirm or reject the 

relevance of this role. Policy implications from the findings for corporate 

and government decision-makers are then briefly discussed.  

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, historical and survey 

statistical data are used to describe the main structural and performance 

characteristics of the foreign investment enterprises in Vietnam and in 

relation to the features of the other two sectors, namely, state-owned 
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and non-state-owned enterprises. A model of enterprise performance 

incorporating both industrial production process and economic integration 

developments is constructed in Section 3 to explore and confirm the causal 

relationships between the sector‟s performance and its testable postulated 

contributing microeconomic, macroeconomic and legal reform drivers. 

Section 4 reports the empirical findings. Section 5 provides an analysis 

of the findings and their policy implications. Conclusions are given in 

Section 6.   

2. Vietnam’s Foreign Investment Enterprises and their 

Performance 

After many decades of devastating colonial and independence wars and their 

aftermaths, Vietnam has achieved much in recent years with its 1986 

renovation reform and earned increasing international acclaim (WB 2012). 

An important result of this achievement is the transformation and dynamics 

of the economy as observed through the growth, structural movements, and 

output shares of its three principal sectors by ownership: state-owned (SOE), 

non-state-owned (NSOE) (and their three subsectors: collective, private and 

household), and foreign investment enterprises (FIE), during the period 1995 

to 2009 (see Figs 1-5).  

Figure 1: Vietnam: Number of Enterprises and their Sectoral 

Distribution, 2009 

 

           Note: Data in Figs. 1-11 are from GSO (2012) and own calculations. 
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Figure 2: Vietnam: Sectoral Shares of Enterprises (%), 2009 

 

Note: YSS, YNSS and YFS are respectively the shares of the number of state-owned, non-

state-owned     and foreign investment enterprises in the economy. 

Figure 3: Vietnam: Sectoral Output Growth (%), 1995-2009 

 

Note: YC, YCS, YCNS and YCF are respectively national output growth and output 

growth in the SOE, NSOE and FIE sectors. 

Figure 4: Vietnam: Average Sectoral Output Growth (%), 1995-2009 
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We note from Figs 1 and 2 that, in 2009, while the number of FIEs was 

small in the economy (2.63 per cent of all enterprises), its output share was 

interestingly large at 18.33 per cent. From Fig 4, average FIE output growth 

appeared to be the largest of the three sectors at 12.71 per cent (compared to 

6.75 and 6.54 per cent respectively for SOEs and NSOEs). The downside of 

this growth is that it was more volatile being sensitive to the emergence of 

regional and global crises such as the Asian financial crisis of 1997 and the 

GFC in 2008 (Fig 3).   

Figure 5: Dynamics and Transformation of Vietnam’s Sectoral 

Enterprises (% of all output), in 1995 and 2009 

 

Figure 6: Composition of Foreign Investment Enterprises in Vietnam, 2009 

 

Note: FIE, FIE100, FIEJV, FIE100PC and FIEJVPC are respectively the number of all FIEs,  

100%-owned FIEs, joint-venture FIEs, and the percentages of FIE100 and FIEJV. 
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Figure 7: Shares of Four Industries in the FIE Sector in Vietnam (%), 2009 

 

Figure 8: Shares of SMEs in Total and in the FIE Sector in Vietnam, 

2000-2008 

 

Note: SMES=SMEs/all enterprises, FISMES=SMEs/all enterprises in the FIE sector. 

Data from Fig 5 also shows that, among the three sectors, the FIEs are 

the only ones that were characterised by a positive growth in terms of their 

output shares during the period 1995-2009. In Vietnam, the FIEs are 

predominantly in manufacturing (92.5 per cent) and mining (7 per cent) with 

the rest in electricity (0.4 per cent) and water (0.1 per cent). The FIEs consist 

entirely of 100% owned (82.68 per cent) and joint-venture enterprises (17.32 

per cent) (Figs 6-7). It is interesting to note that the large majority of 

enterprises surveyed by the national statistical office (GSO 2012) were small 

and medium-size enterprises (SMEs) with more than 90 per cent of 
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enterprises in the economy were SMEs and more than 70 per cent of 

enterprises in the FIE sector were SMEs (Fig 8). The target firms in the 

paper can therefore be regarded as SMEs, a currently important sector 

of national and international interest and focus for academic and 

policy analysis.  

 

Figure 9: Vietnam Enterprise Performance (Profit/Capital) by Sector, 

2000- 2008 

 
 

Note to Figs. 9-10: EPRPK, ESPRPK, ENSPRPK and EFPRPK denote respectively profit 

rate per capital in the economy, and in the SOE, NSOE and FIE sectors.  

 

Figure 10: Average Profit/Capital Performance by Vietnam Enterprises 

by Sector, 2000-2008 
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Figure 11: Average Performance per Capital and per Turnover of 

Vietnam 100%-Owned and Joint-Venture Enterprises, 2000-2008 

 

Note: PK100, PT100, PKJV and PTJV denote respectively the average profit rate per capital 

and per enterprise turnover for 100%-owned and joint-venture enterprises.  

The performance of enterprises can be measured conventionally by 

output growth or productivity (output per employee) using the production 

function or alternative growth theory approaches (McMahon et al. 2009), 

sales (Thang and Trung 2011) or even export growth (Pham 2001). In terms 

of the theory of international business (Cavusgil et al. 2012), it can also be 

measured justifiably in terms of the survival rate of enterprises, the growth 

of enterprise output shares, employment in the firms, capital invested and 

fixed assets, wage rates paid, and even the financial contribution of 

enterprise activities to national revenue (GSO 2012). In this paper, we will 

focus on the performance of enterprises, especially foreign investment 

enterprises in Vietnam, as measured by two criteria: the profit rate per 

capital and the profit rate per enterprise turnover. A justification is that the 

profit rate attained is a good indicator of an enterprise‟s success and a 

fortiori survival rate and potentially domestic and external expansion. The 

historical performance of the SOE, NSOE and FIE sectors and the two FIE 

sub-sectors of 100% owned and joint-venture enterprises in Vietnam during 

2000-2008 in this context is given in Figs 9-11. In these figures, we note the 

prominent sustained dominance of the FIE sector‟s high profit rate 

performance over the SOE and NSOE sectors (i.e., 10.89 per cent over 2.96 
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and 1.95 per cent) and also the higher profit rate per turnover over the rate 

per capital invested (i.e., 23.71 versus 22.16 per cent for joint-venture FIEs 

and 2.32 versus 1.81 per cent for 100%-owned FIEs). A study on the causes 

or drivers of this performance for 100%-owned and joint-venture FIEs is 

particularly interesting and important for business operation and strategy 

especially in developing and open economies such as Vietnam.  

The literature on the relationship between enterprise performance (e.g., 

growth, survival, exports and sales) and its potential determinants has been 

limited to descriptive and survey data analysis (see for example McKinnon 

2003; Hansen and Tarp 2004; Rauch and Watson 2004; Baumol 2007; and 

Vinig and Kluijver 2007) and to conventional production function 

framework (see Pham 2001; Thang and Trung 2011). A previous 

macroeconomic study on the performance in terms of the growth of 

enterprise output shares in Vietnam has been reported (Tran 2011, 2012). 

However, a rigorous study of the enterprise performance in an open 

developing economy with economic integration commitments and with 

existing production technology in general or of the success, survival 

and expansion of FIEs in Vietnam in particular is conceptually and 

empirically desirable for enterprise development policy analysis but it is 

currently lacking.  

The paper will focus on a modelling study of the causality of the FIE 

sector‟s high performance for corporate and government policy analysis and 

address the following research questions: (i) What fundamentally contributed 

to the high performance of the 100%-owned and especially joint-venture 

foreign investment enterprises in Vietnam in recent years?; (ii) Are these 

contributors different for these two sub-sectors?; (iii) Did the 2006 legal 

reform assist in this performance?; (iv) What are the effects of economic 

integration and financial crises on the FIE performance in Vietnam?; and 

(v) What are the best practice strategies for FIE development and 

survival in Vietnam? 
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3. A Model of Enterprise Performance in the Context of 

Production, Technology, Domestic Reform & Economic 

Integration 

Conceptual Framework: An early detailed study based on a descriptive 

analysis of the data from two large 1991 and 1997 surveys of Vietnam‟s 

enterprises was carried out by the World Bank and reported by Ronnas and 

Ramamurpthy (2001). A number of quantitative studies especially on the 

impact of human resource management and training on Vietnam‟s enterprise 

performance in terms of output and organisation in a production function 

framework has also been undertaken (e.g., Thang and Trung  2011). A 

previous quantitative study on the foreign investment enterprise performance 

in terms of exports and sales using a non-production function framework has 

also been carried out by Pham (2001). A more recent comprehensive official 

report on the three principal sectors‟ activities, output, industrial structure 

and dynamic transformation based on the nine annual surveys of Vietnam‟s 

enterprises between 2000 and 2008 is given by the General Statistical Office 

(GSO, 2012). A macroeconomic multi-structural equation model of output 

growth share performance for Vietnam‟s enterprises classified by ownership 

in the context of economic integration has been constructed and reported 

(Tran 2012).   

A number of innovations in modelling enterprise performance will be 

introduced in the present paper. First, we assume conceptually that the 

enterprises and their performance in an open economy, developed and 

developing, with economic integration commitments are constrained by two 

sets of complementary factors: domestic and international. Second, 

domestically, the enterprises operate in a generalised meta-production 

framework where capital, labor, entrepreneurship, and legal enterprise 

reform are assumed to play an important part in determining their 

performance. Third, internationally, as the country has economic integration 

commitments and benefits in the form of liberalised trade in goods (exports 
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and imports) and investment (portfolio and foreign direct investment) (WTO 

2012), the enterprises and their performance are assumed to be concurrently 

affected by these factors. As has been mentioned earlier, enterprise 

performance is defined by profits per capital invested and profits per 

enterprise turnover. For pragmatic reasons, only the linear model is specified 

for the study (see Tran 2012 for other functional forms that can be adopted). 

The Model: A simple model of the enterprise profit determination in an 

environment of metal production function technology and growing regional 

and global economic integration influence can then be written generally in 

implicit form as: 

P=P(L, K, I, T, FDI, D, C06)                                                        (1) 

where P=PK, profit per capital or P=PT, profit per enterprise turnover, 

L=average employees per enterprise, K=average capital per enterprise (VND 

bil), I=average fixed assets & long-term investment per employee, 

T=openness [(exports+ imports)/GDP], FDI=foreign direct investment/GDP, 

D=entrepreneurship, C06=2006 legal reform.  

In equation (1), enterprise performance or profit is assumed to be 

determined by the conventional domestic production factors of labor (L) and 

capital (K), fixed assets and long term investment (I), management skills or 

entrepreneurship or its proxy indicator (D), the 2006 legal reform in the form 

of the Law of Enterprises in effect in 2006 for testing purposes. Importantly, 

this performance is also assumed to be determined by the international 

factors such as trade or openness (T) and foreign direct investment (FDI) in 

the context of economic integration theory for open economies with free 

trade agreement commitments. 

In its linear form (a log form is not appropriate as some data on profits in 

the early 2000s were negative), the model (1) can be written explicitly as: 

P=a1+a2L+a3K+a4I+a5T+a6FDI+a7D+a8C06+u                                 (2) 
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where the as are regression parameters and u is the disturbance with regular 

statistical properties representing omitted determinants. 

The Data: The enterprise production and performance data for the model 

were obtained from Vietnam‟s General Statistical Office (2012), and trade 

and FDI data from the Asian Development Bank (2012). While the ADB 

data are available for the period 1990 to 2010, the GSO data are available 

only for 2000-2008. A qualitative variable was used for the introduction of 

the Law of Enterprises in 2006. The continuously rising trend of the two 

profit rates in the sample can be attributed to enhancing entrepreneurship or 

business management skills which can also be equated to development 

progress of the country.  This was proxied by a trend variable. 

4. Substantive Findings 

The empirical findings by the Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) 

estimation method for the model of enterprise performance (equation 2) 

applied to two types of profit rates (per capital – PK - and per enterprise 

turnover - PT) and simultaneously to both 100%-owned (100) and joint 

venture (JV) FIEs (that is, PK100, PKJV, PT100 and PTJV) in Vietnam are 

given in Table 1. All variables representing the key conventional production 

technology process (labor, capital and investment) and the major economic 

integration activities (trade and FDI – a financial variable was not tested due 

to unavailable data). A proxy for entrepreneurship or development policy 

was omitted due to its insignificance and also to the fact that the reported 

models have very high explanatory power. While the degrees of freedom are 

small, the serious problem of high RSQ and low DW values in the estimated 

models was not present. SUR is used instead of the ordinary least squares on 

the ground that within the FIE sector, there is likely some correlation 

between the activities of the 100%-owned and joint venture sub-sectors. In 

addition, the panel regression estimation method was not employed due to 

the fact that the performance of the two sub-sectors is likely to be 

structurally characterised by their own determinant factors, and this likely 
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behavioral discrepancy is an objective for testing purposes. As is well-

known, the SUR estimates are statistically consistent and efficient in the 

class of generalized least squares estimators. 

Table 1: Foreign Investment Enterprise Performance – SUR Estimation 

 Const. L K I T/GDP FDI/GDP C06 RSQ DW 

PK100 2.223 -0.001 0.028 -0.055* 0.035** 0.196 0.148 0.962 2.581 

PKJV -20.025** 0.070* -0.096** 0.019** 0.361** -1.254** 5.037 0.988 2.596 

          

PT100 5.374 -0.007 0.047 -0.085* 0.042* 0.277 0.222 0.947 2.537 

PTJV -66.739** 0.345** -0.377** 0.087** 0.395** 0.366 8.467** 0.724 2.648 

Notes: **=Significant at 5%, *=Significant at 10%, RSQ=R squared, DW=Durbin-Watson 

statistic. See definitions for L, K, I, T/GDP, FDI/GDP and C06 in text 

Judged from the results reported in the table, the standard statistical 

performance of the estimated models for Vietnam‟s FIEs appears good in 

terms of the conventional R
2 
and a lack of first-order serial correlation.  

5. Policy Implications for Foreign Investment Enterprises  

The performance of FIEs in the 100%-Owned and Joint Venture Sub-sectors 

– is interesting that the findings do not support the assumption of identical 

causal effects on the performance for both 100%-owned and joint venture 

FIEs in Vietnam. This outcome is expected as the observed performance of 

the joint venture FIEs completely dominates that of the 100%-owned FIEs 

(see Fig. 11). One important modelling implication of this is that a combined 

study of these two sub-sectors would be inappropriate conceptually and in 

policy implementation. In addition, another implication for serious research 

in this field is that the use of panel data regression with constant effects from 

all determinants over all sub-sectors for example for this kind of study would 
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also be inappropriate. A third implication is that while the 100%-owned and 

joint venture FIEs are two separate legal entities, our findings show that they 

also have apparently operated under two different production technologies 

and responded differently to the impact of reform and economic integration. 

These enterprises require therefore separate study, analysis and  

strategic policy. 

What are fundamental production and integration drivers of FIE 

performance? For 100%-owned FIEs – the sub-sector is characterised by 

relatively weak performance or low profit rates. As the findings indicate that 

openness is the only significant contributor to FIE performance in terms of 

profits per capital, the importance of economic integration here cannot be 

underestimated for the survival of this FIE sub-sector. In addition, capital, 

FDI and the 2006 legal reform appear to have all positive but only weak 

effects on this performance indicator. Labor and fixed assets and long-term 

investment surprisingly on the other hand seem to have dampening effects. 

These reflect apparently the low quality or inappropriate business strategies 

for these FIEs. The findings are similar in the case of profits per enterprise 

turnover but the impact of integration is statistically weaker. Both profit 

equations have however a very high empirical fit. Entrepreneurship as a 

separate and important factor of profit for this sub-sector is not statistically 

validated. 

Joint-venture FIEs have a much higher success (profit) rate than 100%-

owned FIEs and the causality of this seems to be more complex. For this 

sub-sector of FIEs, the profit per capital is strongly and dominantly 

supported by factors such as labor, fixed assets and long term investment, 

openness and especially, the 2006 legal reform. The positive impact of 

openness on this sub-sector performance is almost ten times that on the 

100%-owned FIEs. Unlike the 100%-owned FIEs, the performance of the 

joint-venture FIEs is surprisingly however not assisted by capital and FDI. In 

the case of profit per enterprise turnover, while capital is not beneficial, FDI 

now appears to have a positive but weak impact. Again, the role of labor, 
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fixed assets and long-term investment and legal reform is all important to the 

sub-sector performance. In fact, the largest contributor to the performance of 

these FIEs is the 2006 legal reform. Again, entrepreneurship as a separate 

and important factor of profit performance is not statistically supported. 

Is FIE Performance Affected by Economic Integration, Legal Reform 

and Crises?  Economic integration has played a crucial part in Vietnam‟s 

economic “miracles” and put the country in the group of high growth 

economies in the world and contributed to the establishment of FIEs and 

their high profit achievement especially in the recent years. In addition, the 

country‟s Doi Moi openness policy has also led to its industry, investment, 

structural and especially legal reforms (Hansen and Tarp 2004). The results 

of this integration and reforms have benefited the FIE performance by both 

profit per capital and profit per enterprise turnover measures especially for 

the joint-venture FIEs. A reason is apparently that these enterprises, due to 

their collaborative nature, are likely to use local knowledge and resources in 

addition to their overseas expertise and investment to manage their 

businesses more successfully. Thus, joint-venture FIEs appear the best form 

of business development and operation in the case of Vietnam. The large and 

positive impact of Vietnam‟s 2006 legal reform on the 100%-owned and 

especially joint-venture FIEs has been noted above. Finally, while the data 

(Fig 9) indicate a strong damaging effect of crises on Vietnam FIE 

performance, this effect could not be validated in our estimated models of 

enterprise activity. 

Entrepreneurship in Vietnam‟s FIEs: If the thesis that innovation and 

entrepreneurship are the key elements for enterprise success domestically 

(via increased productivity and efficiency) (see Nguyen et al. 2009; EC 

2012) and in international trade (via expanded exports) (see Pham 2001; 

Nguyen et al. 2007) through enhanced competitiveness and comparative 

advantages is correct, then our findings cannot provide statistically clear-cut 
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support for this thesis. There are a number of reasons for this. First, when we 

take into account the dynamics and transformations of the economy in 

general and the FIE sub-sectors in particular, the results for productivity of 

labor and capital have been mixed on our definition of success (namely, 

profit rate per capital and per enterprise turnover). Second, while 

entrepreneurship can produce high trade and subsequently, as postulated and 

empirically validated, high profit performance, high trade can also be 

produced by say Vietnam‟s trade liberalization obligations and their 

effective implementation under its various regional and global trade 

agreements. Our findings appear to support the latter hypothesis. An 

important policy implication is that, to improve labor and capital 

productivity in Vietnam‟s FIEs in the context of the country‟s early 

development stages, capital and human resource management training for 

managers and directors for enterprises in general and for FIEs in particular 

would be a high priority. This implication is also compatible with the strong 

focus for funding support to Vietnam‟s enterprises in general and FIE sub-

sector in particular by national and international donors and policy-makers 

(IFC 2009). 

6. Conclusion 

In the preceding sections, we have discussed the role of FIEs and their 

transformations, dynamics and performance in Vietnam in recent years, and 

constructed a simple model of enterprise performance with micro and 

macro-economic determination to explore and identify the fundamental 

factors for these FIEs‟ success, survival and possible expansion domestically 

and internationally in the two FIE sub-sectors in focus, namely 100%-owned 

and joint-venture FIEs. We have found mixed results for the conventional 

production factors of labor and capital, but strong support for the effects of 

economic integration and legal reform on these enterprises‟ performance as 

measured by the profit rates. We speculate that, due to the development 

stage of the country, the enterprise performance has benefited from its trade 
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and FDI liberalization and co-operation with its trading partners (Tran 2012) 

as has also entrepreneurship capacity as a result of this exposure to the 

global economy. We are also cautious about the risks of damaging contagion 

of the regional and global financial crises on this performance and call for 

appropriate policy to avoid them or to mitigate, to some extent, their adverse 

effects for national, regional and global benefits. 
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Abstract 

There is a crisis in multilateralism.  No major new binding rules relating to 

international commerce have come into force in more than 20 years.  

Demands by some nations for rules in new areas are not being met. The 

negotiations in the WTO of trade rules and the negotiations under the UN 

Framework Convention on Climate Change to devise rules restricting the 

annual emissions of greenhouse gases have not been concluded. The US-led 

unipolar structure of the world economy has ended.  The world is now 

multipolar.  The biggest change in relative economic size is the emergence of 

a large and rapidly growing Chinese economy.  Equally important, the US-

led intellectual consensus, known as the Washington Consensus, that 

inspired post-Second World War multilateralism has ended.  In the absence 

of a common or shared vision of the gains from binding multilateral rules for 

the world economy, multilateralism is stagnating.  
 

1- This paper draws upon the analysis in Lloyd (2012).  I would like to thank the 

referees for their suggestions.  
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1. Introduction 

The development of the rules under which international commerce is 

conducted has lagged behind the integration of national economies as world 

trade in goods, services and capital expanded almost continuously since the 

end of the Second World War.  With economic integration, the economic 

policies of one nation spill over the markets of other nations.  New issues 

have emerged.  These effects led to a movement to improve the multilateral 

rules relating to commerce in order to ensure a more open, transparent and 

equitable environment for international commerce after the Second World 

War.  This drive, however, has petered out since the creation of the World 

Trade Organization in 1993.  No new binding rules operated by a 

multilateral institution in the area of international commerce have come into 

force in more than 20 years.  In September 2012 the WTO annual Public 

Forum was devoted to the question of: “Is Multilateralism in Crisis?”
1
 

Section II presents evidence of a crisis in multilateralism.  Section III 

outlines the scope of two current efforts to devise new multilateral rules 

binding all nations; the negotiations in the WTO of trade rules and the 

negotiations under the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change to 

devise rules restricting the annual emissions of greenhouse gases. These un-

concluded negotiations provide insights into the problems of obtaining a 

consensus on multilateral issues in Section IV.  The US-led unipolar 

structure of the world economy has changed.  The world is now multi-polar.  

 

1- In fact, the Forum was devoted almost entirely to problems of the WTO.  In a 

summary of the core themes, the WTO declared “The political, economic and 

social aspects of the world we live in today are very different to those that existed 

a decade ago.  While the nature of trade has changed radically over the past two 

decades, economists‟ and governments‟ thinking about trade governance has not.  

As a result, there is a widening gap between existing trade rules and the 

current realities of the new century.” (WTO website, WTO Public Forum 2012, 

Core Themes).  
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The biggest change is the emergence of a large and rapidly growing Chinese 

economy.  But, equally important, the intellectual consensus, known as the 

Washington Consensus, that inspired post-Second World War 

multilateralism has also ended.  Section V concludes.  What is needed before 

new rules can be designed is a common or shared vision of the gains from 

binding multilateral rules for the world economy.  In the absence of this 

vision, multilateralism will continue to languish.  

2. The Crisis in Multilateralism 

In the present context, multilateral rules are rules which apply to all nations 

or are at least open to all nations.  Therefore, they exclude regional trading 

agreements. They also exclude many-nation organizations with a 

membership restricted by some criterion; for example, the OECD group of 

rich nations, the G-20 group of major economies and OPEC group of oil 

exporters. I shall also restrict my coverage further to multilateral 

organizations that have binding rules.  Rules are bound in order to prevent 

members from defecting or not abiding by their agreed responsibilities.  

Bound rules are enforceable by treaty obligations whereas non-binding rules 

can be broken with impunity.  

Historically, in the area of international commerce, multilateral 

organizations with binding rules have been very difficult to create.  The list 

of major multilateral organizations which regulate international commerce 

divides into two main groups.  There is a UN Group (the UN itself, ILO, 

WIPO and UNCTAD) and the Bretton Woods Group (The World Bank, the 

IMF, WTO
1
).  All of these, aside from the ILO, were created under the 

special conditions that prevailed after the Second World War, a time when 

there was a strong universal desire for better global governance.  The ILO is 

a carry-over from the League of Nations before the Second World War. 

 

1- The predecessor of the WTO, the GATT, was created in 1947 after the Bretton 

Woods proposal for an International Trade Organization fell through. 
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Since the 1940s, some new binding rules have been introduced.  WIPO 

was created in 1967 as one of the specialized agencies within the UN but 

international organizations to administer intellectual property laws have 

existed since the 19
th
 century.  The last major multilateral institution with 

binding rules to be created was the WTO, which began operation in 1994.  

Although the WTO was a replacement of the GATT, it did extend trade law 

to new areas such as service trade and trade-related investment measures.  

Apart from extensions of the scope of rules in existing multilateral 

organizations and the creation of those dealing with a single sector (such as 

the Codex Alimentarius
1
) or particular markets (such as environmental 

agreements), it has proven very difficult to introduce binding laws into new 

areas of governance.   

In 1992 the UN set up the United Nations Framework Convention on 

Climate Change (UNFCCC). The Kyoto Protocol was adopted as an 

attachment to the Framework Convention in December 1997 and came into 

force in February of the next year. The Protocol is a binding international 

agreement  but it only provide a more detailed framework for a set of rules 

which might eventually control how much Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) can 

be emitted by each signatory and how these limits are to be enforced. 

Attempts to devise these rules have so far failed.   

There have been two major attempts to establish new multilateral 

organizations to regulate major areas of international commerce which did 

not succeed. The first was the attempt to establish a New International 

Economic Order in the 1960s. The United Nations Conference on Trade and 

Development (UNCTAD) was created in 1964 as a permanent organ of the 

UN. At that time there was much discussion of a New International 

Economic Order, inspired by the writings of the Argentinian economist, 

 

1- The Codex Alimentarius harmonized international food standards in 1963.  It was 

established by the FAO and WHO and derives its binding nature from the fact 

that its standards are recognized by the WTO. 
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Raul Prebisch. He proposed a grandiose set of new trade rules for 

commodity marketing and price stabilization. This was debated for years but 

did not eventuate. UNCTAD is now an advocacy group for the interests of 

Developing Countries. It has no regulatory functions apart from those related 

to international maritime services.  

The second unsuccessful attempt was the launch in 1995 of negotiations 

to create a Multilateral Agreement on Investments (MAI).  The OECD 

Ministerial Council aimed at a “broad multilateral framework for 

international investment with high standards for the liberalization of 

investment regimes and investment protection with effective dispute-

settlements procedures.” In terms of the scope of investments, the agreement 

was very broad as it covered portfolio investments and other assets as well as 

direct foreign investments.  The negotiations were conducted among the 

OECD countries but the intention was to allow non-OECD nations 

to accede. However, the negotiations were suspended and then 

terminated in 1998.  

Another area of lack of progress relates to the demand for rules in new 

areas of commerce.  In the WTO alone, there are demands for the WTO 

rules to be extended to cover so-called 21
st
 century problems.  These include 

trade-related aspects of climate change, food security, trade in natural 

resources, commodity price volatility, currency alignments and labor 

standards. Of these food security is, partly at least, within the DDR agenda. 

The others are outside this agenda and unlikely to get consideration in the 

Doha Development Round.  

Finally, there is a need to reconstitute two existing multilateral 

organizations, the IMF and the World Bank. However, it is as difficult to 

change existing multilateral organizations as it is to create new ones.  

The IMF was designed for the era of fixed adjustable exchange rates.  

Although its charter was changed to allow flexible exchange rate regimes, its 

focus on lending in the event of a balance of payments crisis is woefully 

inadequate. Largely as a result of the liberalization of capital movements 
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across national borders, asset bubbles and foreign exchange market crisis 

have affected nations in recent decades. The transmission of financial market 

crises rapidly across national borders in the Asian Crisis of the 1990s and on 

a much bigger scale in the Global Financial Crisis of 2007-09 have 

posed new systemic threats to what is called these days the “global 

financial system”.  This is a system of interconnected national financial 

markets where national governments pursue various policies of financial  

market regulation. 

The World Bank was initially created to fund the reconstruction of war-

devastated Europe. It is today an agency making development loans and 

providing advice to Developing Countries.  However, this role has become 

less important as the focus of international capital movements has shifted to 

foreign direct investment as the main vehicle for providing technology and 

management skills as well as finance to Developing Countries.  

New rules of global economic governance are not desirable in 

themselves. Some economists are skeptical of the need for new rules. For 

example, Dani Rodrik (2011) of Harvard University has declared: “The 

quest for global governance is a fool‟s errand.” There has to be a strong 

justification for new rules.     

An attempt to establish new rules may not succeed because either the 

arguments in support of them do not command general acceptance or 

because, despite general acceptance of the need for rules, an agreement is 

not concluded.  The next Section outlines the scope of two ongoing but so 

far unsuccessful efforts to devise new multilateral rules binding all nations; 

the negotiations in the WTO of trade rules and the negotiations under the UN 

Framework Convention on Climate Change to devise rules restricting the 

annual emissions of greenhouse gases. Considering these two sets of 

negotiations together increases our understanding of the current problems of 

multilateralism. 
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3. The Current Negotiations in the WTO and the UNFCCC 

The analysis of a multilateral organization should begin with the question – 

what is the rationale for the existence of the multilateral organization and its 

powers to conduct multilateral trade negotiations?  Why is national action 

insufficient? 

Both the WTO and the UNFCCC are member-driven and make decisions 

by consensus.  The central problem in designing a consensual multilateral 

regime is the allocation of commitments among countries. This can be called 

the Allocation Problem.  In the case of negotiations to reduce barriers to 

trade, this is the allocation of commitments by each member to reduce 

national trade barriers.  In the case of climate change, this is the allocation of 

commitments by each party to reduce annual GHGs emissions. 

4. The WTO and the Doha Development Round Negotiations  

The GATT was created after the Second World War as the third Bretton 

Woods institution.  The motivating force was a desire to avoid a repetition of 

the growth of protectionism and the disastrous contraction of world trade 

during the Great Depression.
1
  

This rationale is provided by the “theory of the GATT”.  Each individual 

country is subject to political economy pressures that constantly seek 

increased protection or assistance for domestic industries but this increased 

national protection harms other countries (see Ethier, 2004 and WTO, 

 

1- After the Second World War, the Bretton Woods Conference sought to establish a 

new world order that would prevent the mistakes of the Great Depression era.   

The period  from 1932 to 1939 saw an ever-escalating level of trade restrictions 

due to beggar-thy--neighbor tariff hikes followed by retaliatory tariff wars and a 

round of competitive devaluations of national currencies  (For a brilliant survey 

of this period, see Condliffe, 1951, chapter XV.  This contains the famous 

“contracting spiral of world trade” for the period 1929-33). 
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2012b, p. 165)
1
.  Individual countries do not take account of the harm their 

actions impose on other countries. The GATT/WTO system exists because 

nations recognize that unregulated actions by each nation pursuing its 

perceived national interest make them all worse off. GATT/WTO rules - 

such as the binding of tariff rates and the prohibition of quantitative 

restraints and export subsidies and the restrictions on subsidies - limit the 

possible policy actions of members. They provide a commitment to more  

liberal trade.  

The preamble to the Marrakesh Agreement setting up the WTO, like the 

preamble to the GATT before it, has two proximate objectives; the first is 

“reciprocal and mutually advantageous arrangements directed to the 

substantial reduction of tariffs and other barriers to trade” and the second is 

“the elimination of discriminatory treatment in international trade relations”.  

The WTO has three main functions; it is a set of rules, a dispute settlement 

body to enforce its rules and a negotiation forum.   

I shall concentrate on the third function. This provides for periodic 

negotiations to lower barriers to world trade on a reciprocal basis. The 

negotiations may also extend or modify the existing body of rules. 

There is general agreement that GATT negotiations have served the 

world economy well.  Past rounds of GATT negotiations have greatly 

reduced barriers to world trade. There was a common vision shared by 

members that lowering trade barriers would benefit all nations and propel the 

world economy on a faster growth path. This vision was based on the 

principle of reciprocity. That is, all nations were expected to offer reductions 

though in practice some made few commitments.   

 

1- Bagwell and Staiger (2002) proposed an alternative theory based on a terms of 

trade externality which leads countries to use tariffs to improve their terms of  

trade.  But even the largest countries such as the US, Japan, the EU and China 

have significant market power in few, if any, markets.   
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The scope of the current WTO Doha Development Round negotiations is 

set out in the November 2001 Doha Declaration that set up the negotiations 

(WTO, 2001). The two pivotal areas on which the negotiations have turned 

so far are those relating to agricultural trade and non-agricultural market 

access (NAMA) products. I shall focus on these and in particular on the 

question of reciprocity.  

For NAMA products, Paragraph 16 states: 

“The negotiation shall take into account the special needs and interests of 

developing and least developed country participants, including through 

less than full reciprocity in reduction commitments” (italics added) 

(WTO, 2001).  

There is similar wording in the paragraphs relating to market access for 

agricultural goods and for services. There are supplementary provisions for 

Least Developed Countries.  The most notable is Paragraph 42 of the Doha 

Declaration, under which the Members committed themselves to the 

“objective of duty-free, quota-free market access for products originating 

from LDCs.”  

The current state of the market access negotiations for agricultural and 

for industrial goods are still based on the draft modalities set out in the 

revised Chairpersons‟ texts of December 2008 (WTO, 2010a and b). These 

are the Chairpersons‟ judgments of what Members might be able to  

agree upon.   

For agricultural market access, there are separate modalities for each of 

the three areas of trade measures, or “pillars” as they are known - market 

access (tariffs and other border measures), domestic support and export 

competition. With regard to tariffs, the proposed cuts for Developed 

Countries are arranged in tiers, with higher percentage cuts for higher tariff 

rates. With regard to domestic support, there is also a tiered formula with 

different cuts for products in different boxes. With regard to the third area of 

export competition, export subsidies would be eliminated by the end of 

2013, half of this by the end of 2010. For Member Developing Countries the 
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cuts in each tier of the tariffs and in the Amber (trade-distorting) Box for 

domestic support would be two-thirds of the cuts made by Member 

Developed Countries and those without Amber Box reduction commitments 

would not have to cut overall distorting support. Least Developed Countries 

and some smaller recently-acceded members (excluding China and Chinese 

Taipei) would not have to make any reduction commitments in most of the 

parameters of the two pillars. The group of small vulnerable Developing 

Economies got additional concessions.  All Developing Countries as a group 

would also be able to make smaller cuts in some circumstances.   

In contrast to agriculture, the negotiations on NAMA are centered on 

tariffs. Here, they chose to use the Swiss formula which automatically gives 

a higher percentage cut, the higher the tariff rate (expressed in ad valorem 

terms). The extent of all cuts depends on the coefficient of the formula. The 

coefficient is in fact the maximum tariff rate after the cuts have been carried 

out.  For Member Developed Countries, there is a proposed coefficient of 8, 

meaning that all (bound) tariff rates would be below 8 per cent in these 

countries. For Member Developing Countries, the coefficient is in the range 

of 20 to 25, meaning that maximum rates would be somewhere below 20 or 

25 per cent in these countries. Again, there are exemptions or weaker 

commitments under a number of provisions but, unlike agriculture, there is 

also provision for deeper tariff reductions, possibly to zero, in a number of 

sectors.  Least Developed Countries and some smaller recently-acceded 

Members would not have to make any tariff reduction commitments, small 

and vulnerable economies have reduced reduction obligations and, as in the 

agriculture sector, there were additional concessions for Member Developing 

Countries under various flexibility provisions.  

Thus, all Least Developed Countries, most small vulnerable economies 

and many recently-acceded members would be required to make very few 

reduction commitments in the agriculture and NAMA commodity groups.  
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When combined, there are 69 members in these three groups, who receive 

special group treatment over and above the general differential treatment for 

Developing Countries. For Developing Countries outside these three groups, 

“less than full reciprocity” has evolved during the Doha Development Round 

to mean they too should make small commitments.  This is more important 

because of the larger size of the trade and GDP of these countries. That is, 

“less than full reciprocity” means something between virtually zero for a 

large number of countries and a maximum of two-thirds, with the average 

across all Developing Countries being a little reciprocity. The notion of 

reciprocity has essentially been abandoned in the Doha Development Round. 

The draft modalities have not been accepted by Members. In NAMA, 

many countries are resisting the cuts and seeking either a more favorable 

formula or some exemption or weakening. And there is a host of non-

formula issues to be resolved in agriculture and NAMA; in agriculture, these 

include the special safeguard mechanism, cotton, tropical products, 

preference erosion, tariff rate quota expansion and tariff simplification and in 

NAMA, they include sector reductions and preference erosion.  

After nine years of negotiation, the Members failed to reach agreement 

on a package by the deadline set at end of April 2010. They had agreed on 

very little. The only final agreements related to a few areas, chiefly trade 

facilitation measures and new rules on transparency of regional trading 

agreements. The US is particularly dissatisfied with the latest package.  It 

believes that the commitments other countries would make under the drafts 

are inadequate and would not sufficiently increase US exports. In particular, 

it argues that no package will be acceptable to it unless the large emerging 

economies, such as India, China and Brazil, improve their market  

access commitments well beyond what the current Chairpersons‟ texts  

would deliver.   

For their part, Member Developing Countries, including the large 

countries, wanted to make lesser commitments. For many, the questions of 

flexibility such as the selection of sensitive products, which would enable 
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them to do this, are the most important negotiating items. On the export side, 

they want the US and EU in particular to increase their offers in agriculture. 

Developing Countries argued that actual US disbursements were already 

below the $14.46 billion level offered due to higher commodity prices than 

in the base period.  Countries such as India stress that the round has 

officially been a “development round‟ since it was launched. 

There are many areas of disagreement in the WTO negotiations besides 

those relating to reduction commitments and in some Members are divided 

along the lines of Developing or Developed Country status. This applies to 

the Trade-related Intellectual Property (TRIPS) and service area 

negotiations. Another area which is particularly divisive from the point of 

view of Developing Countries is trade and the environment. Some 

Developed Countries would like to strengthen their ability to restrict imports 

of goods such as tropical hardwoods. Some Developed Countries, 

particularly the USA, would also like to introduce rules relating to minimum 

labor standards, though this is outside the Work Programme of the Doha 

Development Round.    

In May 2011, it was decided that the package could not be completed in 

2011, the deadline which the Trade Negotiations Committee had set earlier 

in the year. Instead the Members would aim to complete Plan B by 

December 2011, which is a mini-package focusing on reforms that would 

benefit the Least Developed Countries. In July, the TNC announced that 

continued dissent among Members concerning the content of this mini-

package has forced the WTO to abandon this goal. The current plan is to 

complete a package by the time of the Ministerial Conference in Bali in 

December 2013. The negotiations are now focused on three areas of 

“deliverables”–Special and Differential Treatment/Least Developed Country 

issues, agriculture and trade facilitation. These represent a small part of the 

original Doha Declaration.  
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The primary obstacle to the progress of negotiations is the lack of 

agreement as to which nations should make the reduction commitments.  

Mediating actions, in the case of the WTO by the Chairpersons of the 

negotiating groups and by the Director-General, have not broken through the 

impasses. After the last collapse of the Doha Development Round 

negotiations in December 2011, some members have described the whole 

process as a “soap opera”. The Director-General himself told members that: 

“What we are seeing today is the paralysis in the negotiating function of 

the WTO, whether it is on market access or on the rule-making.  What we 

are facing is the inability of the WTO to adapt and adjust to merging 

trade priorities.” He added that members should return after the summer 

recess prepared “to engage in an „adult conversations‟ over „what next‟ ” 

(Bridges, 2011, pp. 1-2). 

5. UNFCCC – the Climate Change Negotiations 

As with the analysis of the WTO, we should begin the analysis of the 

UNFCCC with the question "what is the rationale for the existence of a 

multilateral organization creating and administering binding laws relating to 

the mitigation of climate change?"   

The answer to these questions lies in the nature of man-made climate 

change.  Climate change is an example of an externality due to the Problem 

of the Commons, that is, free access to a common resource
1
. The 

“commons” in this case is the atmosphere of the universe. The businesses 

and households of each nation contribute to climate change through 

production and consumption activities which emit greenhouse gases into the 

 

1- Stern (2007, p. 27) classifies it as a public good externality because emissions 

have the dual characteristics of non-excludability and non-rivalry. But the 

atmosphere is not provided by the public sector of one or all nations.  Similarly, 

it does not fit precisely into the category of common property resource 

externalities, partly because of its global character and partly because of the 

many ways of regulating emissions. 
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atmosphere but do not pay for the costs they inflict on others.  Moreover, the 

problem is global in that it is the cumulative emissions of all nations over 

time that determine climate change and in the second sense that citizens of 

all nations are affected.  Consequently, the citizens of any one country at any 

one time have little incentive to act against the consequences of their own 

actions as their reductions contribute a small, mostly a very small, part of the 

global emissions. This produces a policy failure. The policy problem of 

global mitigation of climate change clearly calls for a coordinated 

multilateral approach. Only if all (or most) nations agree to act in concert 

will the citizens of each nation receive benefits that warrant their nation‟s 

participation and emission reduction commitments. 

The UNFCCC has a clear objective: “It is the stabilization and 

reconstruction of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level 

that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate 

system” (Article 2).  The Copenhagen Accord specified this as the need to 

keep global warming to no more than 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial 

times, although some Developing Countries had sought a tougher target of 

no more than 1.5 degrees. 

In the UNFCCC, negotiations have proceeded in a series of annual 

Conferences of the Parties (COPs).  The framework has evolved slowly (for 

an account of its evolution, see Bodansky and Rajamani, forthcoming). 

These discussions led to the Kyoto Protocol as an attachment to the 

UNFCCC in 1997.  The Protocol was adopted in December 1997 and came 

into force on February 2005. This Protocol is the document that now 

provides the framework for the negotiations. The Protocol is a binding 

international agreement.  It has been signed and ratified by 193 nations.  

Importantly, the US has signed but not ratified the Agreement and it is, 

therefore, not bound by the Protocol.   
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The negotiations have been seeking binding rules relating to three areas: 

 Climate change mitigation  

 Adaptation, and  

 Technology transfer and finance.  

While all three areas are important, the pivotal area is that of climate 

change mitigation.  

Climate change mitigation is to be achieved by setting national targets 

for annual gas emissions which will reduce aggregate global flows of 

greenhouse gases and eventually stabilize the stock. These targets were to be 

set initially for industrialized countries, called Annex I countries. Annex I 

signatories committed themselves to reduce their collective GHGs by 5.2 per 

cent from the benchmark 1990 level by 2012.  Each of the countries sets its 

own targets. These countries made commitments for the first so-called 

commitment period until the end of 2012. Developing countries, or strictly 

the non-Annex I countries, have no emission restrictions but were to make 

general commitments to reduce their GHGs. The Protocol allows for several 

“flexible mechanisms” to allow Annex I countries to meet their GHG 

emission targets by purchasing GHG emission reduction credits from

other Annex I and non-Annex I countries. These mechanisms include 

emissions trading, the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and joint 

implementation. In essence, the Protocol opted for quantitative targets 

for emissions reduction. These might be achieved by a “cap and 

trade” mechanism.   

Efficient least-cost reduction in global GHG emissions requires a single 

common carbon price in all countries. Under a cap and trade mechanism, 

trade in emission credits across national borders could establish a global 

market for carbon. If there is not a single global carbon price, there are major 

problems through the loss of competitiveness in countries with a high carbon 

price and through carbon leakages to countries with a low carbon price. In 

addition, countries with lesser emission reduction plans have an incentive to 

oppose mitigation measures in their own country in order to gain a 
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competitive advantage (as well as to avoid the costs of mitigation). This 

effect is evident in China. Differential carbon prices in the global economy 

are inefficient. 

The central problem in devising a scheme to regulate global GHG 

emissions is again the Allocation Problem, the problem of determining the 

magnitude of the reduction commitments of each party needed to achieve 

the objective.   

The main issue here is the differential treatment of non-Annex I 

countries in emission reduction commitments. The equitable treatment of 

lower income countries is a deep problem, partly related to arguments 

concerning Developed Countries responsibility for the historical 

accumulation of the stock of GHGs in the atmosphere, partly on the moral 

stance that all people in the world have an equal right to the global 

commons, and partly to issues of poverty and the need for sustained 

economic growth in poorer countries (see, for example, Joshi, 2008). Some 

acceptable distribution of the costs must be found before a multilateral 

scheme can be established. Developing Country participation in emission 

reduction is essential if the global effort is to be achieved but the terms must 

be acceptable to the Developing Countries. This may require large income 

transfers to them.  

The present state of play in regard to emission reduction commitments 

was laid down in the Accord of the Copenhagen Conference.  Paragraph 4 of 

the Accord states that Annex I countries would submit new quantified 

economy-wide emission targets for 2020 to the secretariat by 31 January 

2010. All current 42 Annex I countries (including the United States) have 

done so. The commitments range widely from 5 per cent to 40 per cent 

emission reduction by 2020, with most in the range of 15-30 per cent.  But 

the base years differ and almost all of the commitments are conditional on 
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other countries setting up a comprehensive global agreement or taking 

sufficient action.   

Paragraph 5 of the Accord states that non-Annex I countries will submit 

plans for mitigation by 2020 to the Secretariat by 31 January 2010, also 

known as NAMAs (Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Action plans).  They 

too have done so. In contrast to the targets of the Annex I countries, the non-

Annex I countries mitigation actions are framed in terms of reductions in 

emissions intensity (emissions per unit of GDP) or relative to business-as-

usual scenarios: for example, the China plan is for a 40-45 reduction in 

emissions intensity and the India plan is for 20-25 per cent reduction in 

emissions intensity by 2020.  

This differential treatment of Developed and Developing (or Annex I and 

non-Annex I) countries derives from the Framework Convention. This laid 

down the principle of “common but differentiated responsibilities”. In the 

Kyoto Protocol this was interpreted as requiring no specific emission 

reduction commitments from Developing countries. At the Copenhagen 

Conference this was modified in the Accord, which asked non-Annex I 

countries to make mitigation plans as nationally appropriate.  

The “common but differentiated responsibilities” principle has set off a 

fierce debate about which countries should carry the burden of emissions 

reductions. The Kyoto Protocol interpretation of differentiated 

responsibilities to mean that all the heavy lifting should be done by 

Developed countries alone was not acceptable to the US and some other 

Annex I countries, especially as China has replaced the US as the largest 

emitter. The UNFCCC Parties have been searching for some middle 

interpretation which would give non-Annex I countries lower but real 

emissions reduction commitments.   

A comparison of the post-Copenhagen 2010 commitments of Annex I 

and non-Annex I countries is not straightforward because the former are 

expressed in terms of reductions of the total flows and the latter in terms of 

reductions in emissions intensity per unit of GDP or from a business-as-
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usual base.   In any one country, total emissions are equal to the emissions 

intensity per unit of GDP multiplied by the GDP.  Hence, the rate of changes 

in the total emissions flow over time is the sum of the rate of change 

(decrease) in emissions intensity plus the rate of change (increase) in the size 

of the GDP. If one looks at emissions intensity, the commitments of the 

Annex I and the non-Annex I countries are remarkably similar (Jotzo, 2010, 

Figure 4). The reductions in emissions intensity planned by China and India 

are a significant policy commitment. However, their cumulative percentage 

growth of GDP by 2020 is expected to be considerably greater than the 

planned reduction in emissions intensity per unit of GDP in percentage 

terms. If these post-Copenhagen commitments were implemented, their total 

emissions will increase substantially (Jotzo, 2010, Figure 1). This 

would occur at a time when Annex I countries are all expected to reduce 

total emissions.  

COP-17 in Durban South Africa produced a set of documents 

collectively called the Durban Platform. In the interim and after intense 

negotiations, the Kyoto Protocol has been extended into a second 

commitment period from 1 January 2013.  Agreement was reached by all 

parties to develop a new legal instrument, applicable to all parties, for the 

post-2012 period. Work on this is to begin in the first half of 2012; the new 

treaty is to be completed by 2015 and is to come into effect by 2020.  But 

only the EU and some other smaller Developed Countries (Switzerland, 

Norway, Australia and New Zealand) made new commitments.  Together 

they account for only about 17 per cent of global emissions. The others, 

including US, Canada
1
, Japan and Russia, refused to make new 

commitments. Compared with the commitments made by Annex I countries 

under the first commitment period, there are some steps forward and one big 

step backward.   

 

1- Canada has formally withdrawn from the Kyoto Protocol. 
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At Durban, the US declared that all parties should be treated equally and 

there should be an end to the “firewall” in the Protocol which excluded 

Developed Countries from having to make emission reduction commitments. 

This would mean the abandonment of the principle of “common but 

differentiated responsibilities” as we have known it.  In the lead up to COP-

18 in Doha the four BRIC countries have said that the climate agreement 

now being negotiated will not be a “new regime” with new principles and 

provisions, that is, they intend to continue the present division of 

responsibilities.  At Doha this conflict was not resolved.   

There have been 15 years of annual negotiation since the Kyoto Protocol 

was adopted in 1997 and seven years since the Kyoto Protocol came into 

effect in 2005.  Huge differences among the Parties persist. At the past rate 

of progress conclusion of a binding agreement is years away. 

What reduction in emissions has been achieved to date has been 

achieved at a high cost.  At present only the EU-30, New Zealand and 

Australia are operating an economy-wide emission trading scheme and each 

of these schemes has major sectoral exclusions. A handful of countries 

operate a national carbon tax, all of which are restricted to a subset of fossil 

fuels.  Both of these market-based schemes yield an explicit price for carbon.  

However, emissions which are traded or priced in a carbon market account 

for less than 10 per cent of aggregate global emissions
1
. Instead, most 

national emission reduction schemes use subsidies and emission standards 

which yield a variable implicit price of carbon.  Productivity Commission 

(2011) provides evidence of the wide variation across a sample of countries 

in the implicit prices of carbon. 

 

1- EU-30 emission trading accounts for 97 per cent of global emission trading 

(World Bank, 2011, p. 9) and covers about 40 per cent of total EU emissions and 

the EU-30 account for around 16 per cent of global emissions.  Thus emission 

trading covers around 6.5 per cent of global emissions.  There is no estimate of 

the total emissions covered carbon taxes but it is a small fraction of that covered 

by the EU emission trading.  
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Under the scenario of the 2010 targets/plans, the carbon price is likely to 

be much higher on average in Developed Countries than in Developing 

Countries, and also to vary within both groups. Differential carbon prices 

create adverse incentive effects. There is an incentive for Annex I countries 

to reduce the loss of competitiveness by introducing border tax adjustments
1
 

or to carve out emission-intensive trade-exposed industries, both import-

competing and exporting, from their carbon emission reduction plans. There 

is an incentive for their emitters who lose competitiveness to shift the 

location of plants to countries with a lower carbon price.   

Overall, the present hotchpotch of national emission control programmes 

under the Kyoto Protocol is expected to fail to achieve the reduction in 

aggregate global GHG emissions which is necessary to keep the increase in 

global temperatures within the target range of 2 degrees Celsius.  This is 

confirmed by a number of reports that have been prepared In the lead up to 

COP-18 at Doha; for example, that prepared by the Potsdam Institute for 

Climate Change Impact Research (2012) for the World Bank.     

6. The Causes of the Failure to Reach Consensus 

What are the causes of negotiation failure in the WTO and UNFCCC?  There 

are remarkable parallels in the two negotiations. Both sets of negotiations 

involve very complex issues and have been made more complex by the 

choice of modalities. The modus operandi of both the WTO and the 

UNFCCC negotiations are very similar. Both organizations evolved in the 

early 1990s.  However, the modus operandi of the WTO is that of the former 

GATT, apart from the Single Undertaking feature which was introduced in 

the DDR. Special and Differential Treatment goes back to the creation of 

Part IV of the GATT in 1979. It is likely that these GATT negotiation 

 

1- It is not certain that border tax adjustment would be WTO-compatible 

    (See WTO, 2009).   
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procedures influenced the modus operandi of the UNFCCC. Some 

commentators blame the method of negotiation.  

In the WTO negotiations after the July 2008 failure, in a keynote address 

to the 2008 WTO Public Forum, the Director-General outlined the 

negotiation problem in the following terms: 

 “Three principal constraints today represent a challenge to our work: the 

first is the bottom-up approach, under which members must themselves 

always take the lead in tabling negotiating proposals and compromise 

solutions; the second is the concept of a “single undertaking”, which implies 

that in a round of negotiations with 20 different topics, nothing is agreed 

until all is agreed; and the third is the decision-taking by consensus, which is 

reasonably close to unanimity” (Lamy, 2008).  

The first allows Member governments to pursue their own objectives 

which are generally mercantilistic, pushing for improved export access and 

resisting all attempts to lower their own import barriers. The last two give a 

veto to those members who do not agree with a result in any area.   

These difficulties are compounded by the modalities that emerged in the 

critical areas of agriculture and NAMA. The formula used in agriculture and 

NAMA have been greatly complicated by flexibilities, exemptions and other 

exceptions. Nevertheless, this modified formula approach is still much 

simpler than the old request-and-offer strategy used as the dominant 

modality in previous GATT rounds.  

In the climate change negotiations, Green, McKibbin and Picker (2010) 

blame the rules of the negotiations. They point out that the decision-taking of 

the UNFCCC operates on a consensus basis, meaning again a no-dissent 

rule. This gives any party a veto power over the whole package. They too 

describe the negotiations as “bottom up” with each country making 

proposals and note that the negotiations are seeking a large package of 

measures to which all parties are being asked to agree. These three features 

parallel the three features of the WTO negotiations highlighted above. 

Furthermore, the UNFCCC doctrine of “common but differentiated 
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responsibilities” is very similar to the WTO principle “special and 

differential treatment”. Both have led to a major division in the negotiations 

between Developed and Developing Countries.  

Yet, the problems are much deeper than the scope and methods of 

negotiations in both the WTO and the UNFCCC.  Seven earlier GATT 

rounds of negotiations proceeded with much the same modus operandi yet 

reached a conclusion, and the UNFCCC negotiations began under similar 

modus operandi with great promise. There have been big changes in the 

global economy since the negotiations began.  

One thing that is different today is the relative importance of different 

groups of countries in the world economy.  Table 1 shows the share of all 

Developing Countries as a group in global GDP. It reports GDP measured in 

current prices and at nominal (market) exchange rates and GDP measured at 

purchasing power parity rates (this table is reproduced from Lloyd, 2012). 

The figures are reported for the decadal years 1980, 1990, 2000 and 2010.  

Developing Countries are taken to be all Emerging and Developing 

Countries, that is, all countries except the “advanced economies”, as 

classified by the IMF.  

These figures show clearly the steady growth in the importance of 

Developing Countries in global production in the last two decades. This 

holds for both series. The share of Developing Countries is considerably 

greater when GDP is measured at purchasing power parity rates because 

goods and services prices are consistently lower in Developing Countries 

when converted at market exchange rates. In terms of GDP measured at PPP 

rates, China is now the second largest economy in the world and India is the 

fourth largest.  

Table 1 also shows that the rapid growth of output from the Developing 

Countries has been accompanied by a growing share of world trade in goods 

and services in the last two decades. Indeed, in the latest year (2011), China 
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is the largest goods exporter in the world and the second largest importer 

(after the USA) (WTO, 2012).  Developing countries as a group now 

account for a much higher proportion of world imports than they did one or 

two decades ago (Table 1).   

Similarly, Developing Countries have become much more important in 

world asset markets. In some markets, they account for more than 50 per 

cent of global total assets; for example, in foreign exchange reserves and 

assets held by sovereign debt funds. This dimension is relevant to some 

aspects of the debate about reforming the international monetary system. 

The changes in the relative size of economies have changed the nature of 

the allocation problems in the negotiation of reduction commitments in the 

WTO and the UNFCCCC negotiations discussed above. At the time the 

UNFCCC was drawn up, Developing Countries were small emitters. This 

situation has changed drastically. China and India are now the largest and 

third largest emitters and other Developing Countries such as Brazil and 

Indonesia are substantial emitters on the world scale (See Table 2).  If recent 

trends continue, Developing Countries will account for more than 50 per 

cent of global annual emissions within a few years. There can be no 

reduction in aggregate global emissions unless the rate of growth of 

emissions in developing countries is reversed or at least greatly slowed.  The 

change in size has affected the WTO commitments allocation problem too 

though less dramatically. The faster growth of imports in Developing 

Countries, now account for a much larger share of world imports of 

merchandise, more than 40 per cent.   

Moreover, the Developing Countries‟ barriers to imports of NAMA 

products are much higher than those of Developed Countries, though the 

opposite is true of trade in Agricultural products (Table 1). Consequently, 

Developing Countries account for a larger proportion of barriers to trade in 

merchandise than they did one or two decades ago. 

This change in the relative importance in the world economy of groups 

of countries is sometimes described as the replacement of a unipolar world 
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dominated by a single pole, the USA, in the last century by a multi-polar 

world (for example, World Bank, 2011). The distribution of world output 

and the contributions of groups of nations to the growth of aggregate world 

output is much more diffuse than in the previous century. In particular 

emerging economies, and most particularly China, have become much more 

important as drivers of the path of the world economy.  

This change in relative economic size has changed the power relations 

among members in the multilaterals. In the WTO, the US chiefly and also 

the EU, which shaped the earlier packages of bargains in GATT, are much 

less dominant in the world economy after more than two decades of growth 

rates which have been lower than those in the rest of the world collectively 

(see, for example, de Jonquières, 2010). Developing countries are no longer 

prepared to take a back seat. Developing countries as a group have increased 

their demands for improved market access to the markets of Developed 

Countries and other forms of development assistance. They have offered 

very little in the way of increased access to their own markets under the 

doctrine of Special and Differential Treatment at the time when Developing 

countries, especially the US are requesting greater reciprocity. The BRIC 

group, which have emerged as a new rapidly growing segment of the world 

economy, have new ambitions.
1
  

A second change in the global environment is that there are new 

disequilibria in global markets. Since the onset of the global financial crisis 

in 2007, unemployment rates have risen around the world. High 

unemployment rates in labor markets and unutilized capacity always make 

trade negotiations more difficult by increasing adjustment costs and 

 

1-  Collier (2006) argues that the new demands in the WTO of developing countries 

have introduced a development objective into the WTO that has changed the 

nature of the bargain, with Developing Countries expecting a large transfer from 

Developed Countries. 
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therefore home country resistance.  

This situation is greatly aggravated by new large trade imbalances in the 

world economy.  The US trade imbalance went from 1 per cent of GDP in 

the early 1990s, when the Uruguay Round was completed, to more than 6 

per cent in 2007. On the other side of the ledger, China has the largest 

current account surplus of any country.      

These trade imbalances mean that a given formula applied equally to all 

countries has a very different effect on countries with a balance of trade 

deficit than it has on those with a balance of trade surplus.  For a deficit 

country, the increase in imports will be greater than the increase in exports 

while the opposite will hold for a surplus country. This is shown by the 

calculations of Hufbauer, Schott and Wong. They calculate that, for the US 

and the EU, the increase in imports under the draft modalities for Agriculture 

and NAMA combined is roughly twice the increase in their exports.  

Hufbauer, Schott and Wong (2010, p. 8) conclude that the imbalance 

between the increase in exports and imports contributed to the lack of US 

support for the multilateral negotiations in the Doha round. US concern over 

trade imbalances is heightened by a widespread view that there is 

fundamental misalignment in currency markets as China has refused to 

revalue the Renminbi despite increasing surpluses. 

Alongside these changes in the relative size of countries, there has been a 

breakdown in the consensus view of global policymakers.  In the last 25 

years of the 20
th
 century there were a set of common policy views that 

guided debate in the IMF and the World Bank.  These are known as the 

“Washington consensus”.  As originally stated by John Williamson (1989), 

they were ten relatively specific economic policy prescriptions.  They began 

with “fiscal policy discipline” and ended with “legal security for property 

rights”.  These principles guided the World Bank, the IMF and the US 

Treasury in their policy advice and assistance to the Latin American 

economies which were recovering from their crises of the 1980s.  They are 

sometimes, somewhat inaccurately, presented as a right wing Laissez-faire 
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view of economic policy and governance. Williamson himself, in 

Williamson (2004), says that the three core ideas were disciplined 

macroeconomic policies, the use of markets and trade liberalization. 

Ultimately they derive from British-American liberal economic convictions.  

These principles were widely accepted among economists. The 

GATT/WTO negotiations are also based on the principle of trade 

liberalization, although this predates the Washington Consensus by about 

three decades.   

The conditions imposed by the IMF in particular on loans to Asian 

economies during the Asian Crisis, to Argentina and to other Developing 

Countries have been heavily criticized in Asia and Latin America and by 

some academics such as Joseph Stiglitz. The Washington Consensus is now 

considered dead.  In the World Bank it has been replaced by more flexible 

tailored policies with greater emphasis on institution-building and assistance 

to the poor. The US has moved from being a strong supporter of trade 

liberalization to a less liberal stance in the WTO and outside it (see 

Hildebrand, Lewer and Zagado, 2010).
1
  

The global financial crisis of 2007-09 and the current ongoing crisis in 

the world economy have also produced disillusionment with standard 

policies relating to macroeconomic management and financial market 

regulation in both OECD and emerging economies. There is a widespread 

view that financial markets need to be more tightly regulated. One of the 

G-20‟s main tasks is reform of the international financial system.  Failure of 

national markets causes a policy externality effect on other countries through 

the transmission of cyclical variations in output and demand in one country, 

such as the US or Japan, to other countries.  When a large country such as 

 

1- Agur (2008) attributes US lack of support for the current state of negotiations, 

which contrasts strongly with its championing these negotiations in previous 

rounds, solely to the surge in the US trade imbalance. 
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the US decides to boost aggregate demand in a period of downturn, it 

considers the effects only on the domestic economy, ignoring the substantial 

(positive) benefits of stimulation that flow through to other economies. This 

provides the rationale for some kind of coordinated multilateral action in this 

area of global governance.  But there is no agreement on how this should be 

done.  Lack of consensus in this area is hampering the G-20 goal of 

reforming the international financial system. Reaching agreement is not 

helped by the proliferation of multilateral organizations in the area of 

international finance governance with overlapping responsibilities and 

various powers – the IMF, the BIS and the Financial Stability Board created 

by the G-20.  

The views of the Chinese Government are going to have a major 

influence on multilateral organizations in the future. Despite thirty years of 

rapid growth and increasing importance, the Chinese Government has 

generally been quiet on issues concerning reform of the international 

economic governance. In the WTO, it has largely been reactive and has 

refrained from leading the debates.  In the UNFCCC, it has been assertive in 

protecting what it sees as its national interests. At the ambitious Copenhagen 

COP-15, it resisted pleas for it to adopt an emission target in terms of total 

emissions, resisted the more ambitious goal of limiting global emissions to 

1.5 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels, and opposed strict 

compliance measures.  In the lead up to COP-18, it, along with others in the 

BRIC coalition of Developing Countries, is insisting on the maintenance of 

the old division of responsibilities between Annex I and non-Annex I 

countries.  In the difficult area of reform of regulation of the international 

financial system, China has moved cautiously.  It has become increasingly 

concerned over the use of the US dollar as the reserve currency.  In their 

view the US is destabilizing global financial markets. It wishes to 

internationalize the Renminbi (meaning use of the Renminbi as a reserve 

asset by other countries) but this will require reforms within China to 

establish capital account convertibility. China proposes reforming the 
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international monetary system by creating a new multiple currency reserve 

system [Governor of the Bank of China (2009)]. This could be based on 

SDRs issued by the IMF.  China sees the reform of the international reserve 

system as a long-term process. 

7. Conclusions 

What has been done to advance multilateral negotiations and rule setting?   

For example, at the WTO, most of the commentary has focused on the 

methods of negotiation.  Different methods have been suggested. There has 

been much discussion about abandoning the Single Undertaking (see, for 

example, the Warwick Commission, 2008).  There have also been 

discussions about reviving the “critical mass” method (the Warwick 

Commission, 2008) or plurilateral agreements used in previous rounds. The 

critical mass method was used in the negotiation of the Information 

Technology Agreement and the services agreements in the period after the 

conclusion of the Uruguay Round and before the start of the Doha Round. 

These approaches were again considered in the WTO in 2012.  Negotiations 

began on an International Services Agreement, a proposed plurilateral 

agreement with 20 WTO Members participating.  Similar proposals have 

been made recently regarding the methods of negotiation used in the 

UNFCCC (Green, McKibbin and Picker, 2010).  

Yet, these approaches are tinkering with the present methods of 

negotiations. The root of the problem is in the absence of common or shared 

vision. The consensus that prevailed for most of the second half of the last 

century has collapsed.     

In a multipolar world, China and the US must find common ground if 

there is to be progress in the multilateral negotiations relating to trade, 

climate change the international financial system and other areas. This will 

be difficult. After the last Presidential election in the US, the President has 

stated that he wishes to see a US-led rules-based and liberal international 

order.  China has a different model of development and is challenging many 
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of the western assumptions about good governance and democracy. In a 

book that is a best seller in China, Zhang (2012) foresees a conflict between 

the Western Model and the Chinese Model that may provide the end to 

Fukuyama‟s “end of history” (for a US view of China‟s vision for the 

international economic order, see Schweller and Pu, 2011).      

The main division – but by no means the sole one – is that between 

Developed and Developing Countries. Many Developing Countries do not 

share the conviction of OECD countries that lowering their own barriers to 

trade for increasing their national welfare, and many do not see a need for 

Developing Countries to reduce their own GHG emissions. In Lloyd (2012) I 

considered ways of addressing this division in the WTO and the UNFCCC 

negotiations. I argued that Developing Countries should have a greater voice 

in multilateral organizations but this should be accompanied by their 

assuming more responsibilities in the form of a willingness to make greater 

commitments to reduce trade barriers and GHG emissions. They must offer 

more reciprocity if the negotiations are to succeed. I proposed ways in which 

this might be done in the WTO and UNFCCC so that Developing Countries 

still gain from the outcomes. But “Equally Developed Countries too need to 

re-examine the gains to them from their participation. In the WTO, 

Developed Countries should increase their offers of market access and 

changes in the rules in ways which will benefit Developing Countries.… In 

short, both groups of countries must move towards the middle of the 

negotiation gap which currently separates them (Lloyd, 2012, p. 18). This 

movement to the middle is not likely to happen in the present climate of 

diverging views and high macroeconomic instability and unemployment.   

One might say multilateralism is in turmoil rather than in crisis. It is 

plagued by disagreements over what rules need to be created as well as by an 

inability to conclude negotiations.   

All discussions of future multilateral rules should begin with a clear view 

of the rationale for new or extended rules. The root cause of failure to 

advance multilateral rules is a failure among negotiating parties to have a 

clear consensus on what the rules are designed to do and why it is to the 

benefit of all participants to agree on these rules. The Washington 
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Consensus, which guided the development of the multilateral organization in 

the post-Second World War period, collapsed at the end of the last century 

and the Global Financial Crisis weakened further the faith of Western 

countries in the liberal tradition of economics. This difficulty has been 

exacerbated by the rise of China and other major Emerging Economies.  

China has a different view of global economic governance.  To date it has 

been fairly passive in the WTO and UNFCCC negotiations but it has been 

more willing to advance proposals in the area of reforming the international 

monetary system.   

Until a coherent consensus view emerges on global economic 

governance, we may have to learn to live with multilateral organizations that 

are more divided than at any time since the Second World War and with 

little prospects of new binding multilateral rules. 
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Appendix 

Attached table 1:  Developing Countries in the World Economy (%) 

 1980 1990 2000 2010 

GDP at current prices  23.8 20.4 20.3 34.2 

GDP (Purchasing power 

parity)  

31.0 30.8 37.2 47.9 

Imports of goods & services  22.9 16.9 22.6 n.a. 

Exports of goods & services  25.4 16.3 23.9 36.4 

Source: Calculated from IMF, World Economic Outlook Database, September 2011.  

Attached table 2:  Fossil Fuel CO2 Emissions Growth in 2010 

Country/Group Emissions (PgC) Growth Rate 2010 

Global 9.14 5.9 

Non-Annex I 3.57 7.6 

China 2.24 10.4 

India 0.56 9.4 

South Korea 0.15 9.2 

Brazil 0.11 11.6 

Indonesia 0.13 7.9 

Saudi Arabia 0.13 7.3 

Annex I 5.02 3.4 

USA 1.44 4.1 

Russian Federation 0.46 5.8 

EU-27 1.01 2.2 

Japan  0.31 6.8 

Germany 0.21 4.0 

      Source: Global Carbon Project (2011) at www.globalcarbonproject.com 
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Abstract  

In order to provide different services for the customers, banks embark on a 

multimedia contact center. Considering that, in this center, where several 

services such as transferring money, getting statement information and 

asking for check books are provided, the authentication is of high 

importance. How to allocate the appropriate authentication method for each 

customer is one of the challenges that the center confronts. Sometimes, it has 

been observed that using an inappropriate authentication method has caused 

customers' dissatisfaction. In this research, using the Kano Model, the 

factors influencing customers' satisfaction from the standpoint of 
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authentication methods are extracted and ranked. In order to determine the 

effect of customers' individual characteristics on choosing each method, a 

two-stage clustering method has been used in SPSS. The results of this study 

indicated that it was possible to select an appropriate authentication method 

according to the individual customer' characteristics. 

 

Keywords: Multimedia Contact Center, Authentication, Customer 

Satisfaction, Kano Model 

JEL Classification: G21 
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1. Introduction

The study of management theories and doctrines shows that after 1990s there 

was a tendency towards customers and increasing quality, diversity and 

speed of rendering of services in organization. The focus on customers, in 

this decade, is a concept, which has a key role in organization's sustainable 

competitive advantage. Customer satisfaction is an essential factor in 

competition in global market. As Peter Draker claimed, "customer 

satisfaction is the final goal of all activities". Therefore, each successful 

organization wants to offer services that provide customer satisfaction. 

In this center, there is the possibility of using various authentication 

methods such as username and password, one-time password, smart card, 

magnetic card, biometric, and challenge-response. However, these methods 

are different in respect of several factors such as speed, cost, accessibility, 

security, and ease of use. Therefore, they can affect customers' satisfaction. 

For example, offering one-time password to an illiterate customer can make 

him/her confused and dissatisfied. That is to say in allocating an 

authentication method, customers' individual characteristics should be paid  

attention to. 

2. Literature Review 

In the last years of the 20th century, the issue of improving the performance 

of organizations and detection of customer satisfaction has always been one 

of the basic needs of the managerial systems and workplaces. In an 

environment where the customers are knowledgeable and have the power of 

choice, it is not possible to neglect their needs. Many researches showed the 

relationship between customer satisfaction and loyalty. These studies also 

found that satisfied customers are the most loyal customers. Kenningham et 

al. studied the existence of relationship between employee's interaction with 

customers and the level of customer satisfaction in retails. They stressed on 
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the importance of this relationship. Ennew & et al., addressed the problems 

of service quality measurement and represented a collection of indicators for 

measuring customers' perceptions and expectations and general customer 

satisfaction. In another study, Stafford presented a list of bank service 

quality properties perceived by customers. He also specified the main 

dimensions of Kano service quality and examined the importance of these 

characteristics. Furthermore, another study has used neural network structure 

in order to determine the importance of customer needs. Johnston divides the 

dimensions of service quality into satisfying and dissatisfying categories, 

like Herzberg's motivational model, and says that subtle aspect of 

communication between employees and customers has an important positive 

or negative impact on service quality. Zhao & Dholakia use Kano model and 

multi-criteria decision models to evaluate the measurement of customer 

satisfaction. Baki by using SERVQUAL hybrid model and Kano model 

logistics has measured customer satisfaction of Turkish logistics companies' 

services. Gul & Ozgen have used a hybrid model that contains of Kano, 

AHP and GFD models to investigate the level of customer satisfaction of 

Library services. In Iran, Shahin et al., have used a combination of clustering 

and hierarchical analysis methods and Kano model for describing 

bank services. 

3. Kano Model  

Doctor Noriaki Kano, a professor in Tokyo and one of the best theorists of 

quality management has submitted a model, which is used in many models 

of customer satisfaction today. He categorized customers' needs or quality 

products into three groups and displayed each three types of needs in a two-

dimensional graph (Figure 1).  

Vertical axis shows customer satisfaction and horizontal axis shows the 

level of customers' quality requirements. The highest and lowest points of 

the vertical axis of the graph respectively represent customer total 

satisfaction and customer dissatisfaction. The confluence of vertical and 
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horizontal axis is the place where customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction 

are equilibrium. The right side of the horizontal axis shows the place, which 

the expected quality requirements are fully supplied and the left side displays 

the point that the production does not contain quality requirements. 

Figure 1: Kano model 

 

 

Customer satisfaction was considered as one-dimensional process 

previously. It was considered that high quality perception of goods result in 

more satisfied customers and conversely. However, the fulfillment of each 

product features at high levels does not necessarily provide customer 

satisfaction. Thus, Kano customer satisfaction model introduced the 

methodology that determines what components of the characteristics of 

goods and services have influenced on customers' satisfaction. In this model, 

customers' needs are divided into three main groups: 

A) Basic needs: If the product does not contain this need, the customer 

will not buy this product. This need must be contained in the product 

because the customer wants it, although it does not lead to customer 

satisfaction.  
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B) Expected or Functional needs: If the product does not meet these 

requirements, it will result in customer dissatisfaction, but if these 

requirements are fulfilled, it leads to customer satisfaction. Therefore, 

if Expected needs are not met, the customer will not buy that product.  

C) Excitement or Motivational needs: A fulfilled motivational need leads 

to customer over satisfaction. Nevertheless, lack of this need in a 

product does not result in customer dissatisfaction. The relationship 

between these needs is shown in Kano figure. Of course, meeting 

basic needs does not pass over indifference boundary and the more 

the Expected needs are met, the greater customer satisfaction 

happens. 

Table 1: Evaluation table of undesirable customer 

requirements results 

Customer requirements Dysfunctional (negative) question 

  1. like 2. must be 3. neutral 4. live with 5. dislike 

Functional 

(positive) 

question 

1. like Q A A A O 

2. must be R I I I M 

3. neutral R I I I M 

4. live with R I I I M 

 
5. dislike R R R R Q 

Customer requirement is … 

A: Attractive O: One-dimensional 

M: Must be Q: Questionable 

R: Reverse I: Indifferent 

4. Research Methodology 

Research methodology according to its purpose: it is a kind of applied 

research. Research methodology according to the type of data: is a 

descriptive-survey. Research methodology according to implementation: 

This study includes all Branches of Agri- Bank on Guilan province at the 
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period of April 2013 to the end of August 2013. Method and data collection 

tools collecting necessary data of the study that is type of primary data, was 

done during two stages: the first stage was literature review information 

which was collected through library (including books, journals, and internet 

search in sites). In the second stage, a questionnaire was used to describe the 

views of customers who use E-banking services. Kano spectrum is used in 

the questionnaire. Opinions of 3 professors and experts were used to 

determine the validity of questionnaires and Cronbach's alpha test was used 

to determine the reliability of the questionnaire for customers which 

was 0.78. 

5. Data Analysis Proposed Model  

After collecting data, authentication factors were classified using Kano 

Model. Considering that, each factor is a part of must-be, one-dimensional, 

attractive or indifferent needs, it can be prioritized for commissioning it. 

The specific offer of an authentication method to customers requires 

extraction of relation between demographic features and output of Kano 

Model. For this purpose, clustering method has been used. The clustering 

algorithms try to separate input dataset into clusters so that similarity 

between records in the cluster is maximal and the similarity out of cluster 

is minimal.  

In the known clustering algorithms like k-mean, there is no general rule 

for determining the optimal number of clusters and the number of clusters 

depends on the desired problem. On the one hand, since output of Kano 

Model is as categorical variables, therefore, clustering method should be able 

to cluster these variables.  

To specify the number of optimal clusters automatically, two‐step 

clustering method has been used in SPSS software. This method uses 

Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) algorithm for clustering. In this 
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method, clustering is done in two steps. In the first step, records are divided 

into several clusters and in the next step; the clusters resulting from the first 

step are formed in optimal number. Output of this algorithm is the optimal 

number of clusters along with members of each cluster. General model for 

performing analysis in this thesis is shown in (Figure 2).  

Figure 2: Research Proposed Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Empirical Results 

From 294 questionnaires which were distributed between bank‟s customers, 

294 questionnaires were usable. Demographic attributes of Kano‟s 

questionnaire respondents have been analyzed in Table 2. 

Needs classification based on Kano Data co-scaling  

Suggesting a suitable authentication method for each cluster    

Needs clustering and demographic charcateristics of 

customers with two-step method

Customers’ demographic questions  Customers’ needs questions  

Data Collection 
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Table 2: General information of respondents 

Gender Man:96 

Woman:198 

Risk A level:86 

B level:100 

C level:108 

Age 56:18-25 years 

 

132:26-35 years 

 

66:36-45 years 

 

40:46 years and 

higher 

 

Income 400000 Tomans and less: 96 

401-700 thousands Tomans:46  

701-999 thousands Tomans: 83 

1000000 Tomans and higher:  69 

IT 

knowledge 

level 

Very little:25 

Little:68 

Middle:165 

High 36 

 

Favorite 

equipment

Mobile 189 

Tokens: 90 

Biometric sensors:15 

Source: Author‟s 

7. Inferential Results 

To perform inferential analysis, features were classified in the first step 

using Kano Evaluation Table. In the second step, similar customers were 

clustered using data mining method to suggest essential, attractive and one-

dimensional needs.   

7.1. Classification of Research Variables Using Kano Model 

Using the second part of the questionnaire, 13 cases of the most important 

authentication factors were raised as a question pair and answer of each 

question included 5 choices. At the end, factors were classified using Kano 

evaluation model the results of which are shown in Table 3.  
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Table 3: Classification of 13 factors according to Kano needs 

 Factor

Classification Kano

M O A I Type of need

1 Speed of operations151239624M 

2 Based on SMS81- 187 26 A

3 Ease of use171 1081 32M

4 Availability165 105- 24M 

5 Biometric15 61194 24A

6 Mutual authentication 120 - 8393 M

7 Multifactorial15 8110593A 

8 Support Services 39 247 - 80 

9 Cost81 100- 113 I

10 One-time password15 2416293 A 

11 Anonymity- 39 -255I

12 SSO47223 -24 0

13 Mental effort61 152 -810

Source: Author‟s 

Notes: M:  Must-be         A: Attractive       O: One Dimensional 

I: Indifferent      R: Reverse       Q: Questionable 
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7.1.1. Studying Must-be Needs of KANO Model   

As specified in Tables 4-7, 4 cases of 13 factors studied in this paper were 

included in essential needs class. These cases indicate that any negligence 

and inefficiency in these factors by bank cause intensive dissatisfaction 

among customers because customers necessitated fulfillment of these needs 

and regard them as their primary needs. These four cases i.e. speed; easy 

access, easy use and identification of the service provider are of the 

important and must-be factors because in case they are not fulfilled, 

customers will not tend to receive service from the bank.  

Considering Figure 3, the highest frequency relates to easy use, 

therefore, bank should pay special attention to this need. Studies have 

shown that easy use can be provided with cases such as simple operational 

signs and keys, low number of stages, graphic representation and  

auxiliary programs. 

Figure 3: Must-be Needs 
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7.1.2. Studying One-dimensional Needs of Kano Model  

In this research, 3 factors of: Support services, SSO and Mental effort have 

been classified as one-dimensional factors. Based on the explanations of 

Kano Model, customer satisfaction in such requirements is based on 

fulfillment level of these features. It means that more desirable level of 

service provision in the cases of this class, increases customers‟ satisfaction 

and vice versa. One-dimensional qualitative requirements are so important 

that their fulfillment is the minimum effort which preserves commercial 

position of bank in competitive market.  

As specified in Figure 4, support services factor has the highest 

frequency among one-dimensional needs. It means that the better the support 

services authentication method, the higher the customer satisfaction will be. 

Figure 4: One-dimensional needs 
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they are fulfilled, they will be highly satisfied. The important point is that if 

these cases are neglected by bank, they will not be disastrous like two other 

classes because it does not cause dissatisfaction among the customers. Value 

of attractive qualitative requirements is that they cause competitive 

advantage for organization in case they are fulfilled.  

As Figure (5) shows, biometric factors and SMS receipt are the most 

frequent. By applying these cases in authentication methods, customers‟ 

satisfaction will increase considerably because customers don‟t expect to 

receive these methods and are regarded as the most attractive authentication 

requirements. 

Figure 5: Attractive Needs 

 

7.2. Kano Model’s Needs Clustering 

The analyses which have been conducted so far were applied for determining 

all kinds of needs in Kano Model. Results of these analyses suggest bank 
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what feature is must-be, essential or attractive but don‟t give demographic 

classification. To specify effect of demographic features of customers on 

selection of each need, two-step clustering methods were used in SPSS 

software. In this algorithm, the optimal number and size of clusters were 

automatically determined according to Figure 6. 

Figure 6: Showing the number of clusters using the 

Two-step clustering algorithm 

 
 

 

As it is evident, optimal number of clusters is 6 of which the largest 

cluster was 27.6% and the smallest one was 5.1% in size.  Members of each 

cluster are specified in Table 4  
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Table 4: Analysis of results and classifying customers 

using the Two-step method 

Cluster 1 

(81)

Cluster 2 

(15)

Cluster 3 

(24)

Cluster 4 

(32)

Cluster 5 

(61)

Cluster 6 

(81)

1IT knowledge levelC(55.6 )C(100 ) C(100 ) B(100 )B(59 ) C(100 ) 

2IncomeD(70.4 ) C(100 ) C(100 ) C(62.5 ) A(78.8 ) A(59.3 ) 

3RiskC(100 ) C(100 ) B(100%) A(75 ) A(100 ) B(98.8 ) 

4Favorite equipmentA(100 ) C(100 ) A(58.3 ) A(100 ) A(100 ) B(98.8 ) 

5Support servicesO(100 ) M(100 ) O(100 ) M(75 ) O(100 ) O(100 ) 

6AvailabilityM(100 ) M(100 ) O(100 ) I(75 ) M(100 ) O(100 ) 

7Based on SMSM(100 ) A(100 ) A(100 ) A(100 ) A(57.4 ) A(100 ) 

8Cost I(100 ) O(100 ) I(100 ) O(75 ) O(100 ) M(100 ) 

8 SSO O(100 ) M(100 ) I(100 ) M(100 ) O(100 ) O(100 ) 

10BiometricA(100 ) M(100 ) A(100 ) I(75 ) O(100 ) A(100 ) 

11Mutual 

authentication 
M(100 ) M(100 ) M(100 ) I(100 ) I(100 ) A(100 ) 

12MultifactorialA(100 ) A(100 ) M(62.5 ) I(100 ) I(100 ) O(100 ) 

13 Ease of  UseM(100 ) M(100 ) M(100 ) I(100 ) M(100 ) A(100 ) 

14One-time passwordA(100 ) M(100 ) O(100 ) I(100 ) I(100 ) A(100 ) 

15AnonymityI(97.5 ) O(100 ) O(91.7 ) I(100 ) I(100 ) I(100 ) 

16Speed of operationM(100 ) A(100 ) O(95.8 ) I(71.9 ) M(100 ) A(98.8 ) 

17Mental effortI(100 ) O(100 ) O(100 ) O(100 ) M(100 ) O(100 ) 

 

7.2.1. The First  Customer Cluster Analysis 

Considering clustering output which was shown in Table 4, customers of the 

first cluster have high computer knowledge and high income and tend to 

perform level 3 transactions (all transactions, reports, ATM and ACH 

transfer). Considering risk level of this cluster, authentication using common 
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confidential information is not a suitable method. On the one hand, the 

customers included in this cluster have selected mobile phone as the most 

accessible tool. It means that it is better to use mobile phone-based 

authentication methods. At the end, it is suggested to produce One Time 

Password on mobile phone, to use biometric methods based on mobile phone 

and combination of these two methods considering attractive needs in this 

cluster. Of course, it should be noted that cost has been mentioned by the 

customers as part of indifferent needs. It means that security is 

recommended with expensive methods such as hardware tokens for 

customers of this group. Table 5 has classified summary of the proposed 

methods for customers of cluster. 

Table 5: The proposed authentication method for cluster 1 

Priority Favorite equipment

FirstMobileProduce One Time Password on mobile phone, 

Biometric authentication based mobile and 

Multifactorial  method.

SecondTokens and Biometric 

sensors

Biometric authentication, hardware tokens, 

Smart Card

 

7.2.2. Second  Customers Cluster Analysis  

Considering clustering output which was shown in Table 4, customers of the 

second cluster have high computer knowledge and high income and are 

willing to use high-risk transactions. The only difference of customers in this 

class is accessibility of biometric sensors. Thus, it can be said that the 

proposed methods for this cluster are similar to the first cluster by changing 

priority as shown in (Table 6). 
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Table 6: The proposed authentication method for cluster 2 

 
Favorite 

equipment 
Priority 

Biometric authentication, 

hardware tokens, Smart 

Card 

Tokens and 

Biometric 

sensors 

First 

Produce One Time Password 

on mobile phone, Biometric 

authentication based mobile 

and Multifactorial method. 

Mobile Second 

 

7.2.3. Third Customers Cluster Analysis  

Considering clustering output which was shown in Table 4, The customers 

included in this cluster are more cautious than the first and second cluster 

customers. It means that they want to perform low-risk transactions like bills 

and installment payment or balance account report. In this cluster, mobile 

phone-based methods are preferred. Magnetic cards and One Time Password 

token are in the second priority. The proposed method for this cluster is 

show in Table 7.  

Table 7: The proposed authentication method for cluster 3 

 Favorite equipment Priority 

Produce One Time Password on 

mobile phone, Mobile-based 

authentication 

Mobile First 

Hardware tokens, Magnetic 

card, Scratch List 

Tokens and 

Biometric sensors 

Second 

 

7.2.4. The Fourth and Fifth Customers Clusters Analysis  

Although income level in customers of these two clusters is different, both 

groups are not willing to use electronic financial services. Therefore, 
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authentication methods based on common confidential information such as 

password are sufficient for these two classes of customers. The proposed 

authentication methods for this class of customers are shown in Table 8.      

Table 8: The proposed authentication method for cluster 4, 5 

PriorityFavorite 

Equipment

FirstMobilePassword-based authentication, 

Challenge-Response authentication, 

Image-based  Authentication

SecondTokensMagnetic card, Scratch List

 

7.2.5. Sixth Customers Cluster Analysis  

Considering clustering output which was shown in Table 4, customers of this 

cluster have high computer knowledge but have low income and risk. 

Accessible facilities of this group are all kinds of tokens, magnetic cards and 

smart cards. Considering that cost is compulsory in this cluster, 

authentication methods are suggested for this class of customers according 

to Table 9. 

Table 9: The proposed authentication method for cluster 6 

Priority
Favorite 

Equipment

FirstTokensSmart Card, Scratch List and Magnetic card

SecondMobileVoice-based authentication

8. Research Results  

Satisfaction factors were analyzed based on Kano Model. At the end, 

requirements of speed, easy access, easy use and identification of the service 

provider were regarded as must-be requirements. Requirements such as 

support services, SSO and mental effort were regarded as one-dimensional 
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requirement and biometric requirements, SMS receipt, and One Time

Password were regarded as attractive requirements.  

To extract relationship between personal features and authentication 

methods, two-step clustering was used. Results of the conducted research 

indicated that authentication methods based on common confidential 

information such as password are sufficient for the applicant customers with 

low risk level. For the customers who select mobile phone as the most 

accessible facility, mobile phone-based authentication methods can be used. 

Relationship between average monthly income and cost of authentication 

method was very evident so that it is recommended to allocate this method to 

customers with medium to high income considering high expense of token 

for the customer. 
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Abstract 

This paper develops a decision support tool using an A
2
 method and data 

envelopment analysis (DEA) approach (A
2
-DEA). This new method is 

applied for the bank credit customer selection problem and credit scoring as 

a pilot survey at Export Development Bank of Iran. The proposed method 

has led to fewer calculations, faster and more accurate decision making, less 

complexity, and ability to analyze many scenarios with only one or a few 
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judgments of decision makers while the effect of the subjective opinion of 

one single decision maker will be avoided. This proposed method is 

compared with adaptive analytical hierarchy process approach, which is 

suggested by Lin et al., in 2008, and it is named A
3
. An illustrative example 

demonstrates the implementation of the proposed approach. This example 

demonstrates how this approach can avoid the main drawback of the current 

method, and more importantly, can deal with the credit customer selection 

more convincingly and persuasively. The implementation results show that 

this method is significantly valid for ranking credit customers. Comparison 

of methods shows that although A
3 

have benefits, it also suffers from 

limitations, which can be avoided by the A
2
-DEA model, also improves the 

time and cost needed for implementing in comparison. 

 

Keywords: A
2 

method, Data envelopment analysis, Credit customer 

selection.  

JEL Classification: C21, C22, C51, G21, G23 
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Motivation and Significance 

There have been several selecting and scoring methods reported in the 

literature. However, each of these methodologies has its strength and 

weakness. This study proposes an integrated algorithm for ranking and 

selecting credit customer based on A
2
method and data envelopment analysis 

(DEA) which is named A
2
-DEA model. The proposed algorithm is capable 

to rank and select credit customer based on a set of input–output data. The 

results of this study provide policy makers with an appropriate tool to make 

more accurate selecting of customers for issuing loans. This is because the 

proposed approach is capable of handling non-linearity, complexity as well 

as uncertainty that may exist in actual data sets. 

1. Introduction 

Credit scoring models are widely used by financial institutions, especially 

banks, to assign credit to good applicants and to differentiate between good 

and bad credit. Using credit scoring can reduce the cost of the credit process 

and the expected risk of being a bad loan, enhancing the credit decision, and 

saving time and effort. Particularly, with the fast growth in the credit 

industry and the huge loan portfolio management, credit scoring is regarded 

as the most important technique in banks and has become a very critical tool 

during recent decades.  For banking institutions, loans are often the primary 

source of credit risk. Traditional lending practice has been to grant loans that 

have a positive net present value (NPV) and to deny those that do not. 

Recently, the use of various models has been increased significantly. To 

assess the risk of these loans, banks use credit scoring models and credit 

ratings to estimate default risk on a single obligor basis. 

Credit scoring is a basic binary classification task in finance. Many 

studies have contributed to increasing the accuracy of the classification 

model with various kinds of statistical tools. With the rapid growth in the 
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credit, credit-scoring models with low discriminatory power can lead to 

under-pricing of bad and overpricing of good loans. Therefore, credit scoring 

needs high accuracy to avoid bad debts. The objective of the Credit scoring 

models is to predict the risk of the repayment by the clients and classifying 

the credit applicants. The advantages of these methods include time saving, 

cost saving, eliminating the personal judgments, increasing the applicant 

evaluation accuracy and reducing the risk of facilities repayment. Until now, 

various methods such as Data Envelopment Analysis, Linear Regression and 

Logistics, Genetic Algorithm, Data mining and Neural Networks, have been 

proposed for the client rating. One of the major causes of bankruptcy for 

banks and financial institutions is their inability to collect the debts. 

Therefore, nowadays, client rating is considered as one of the most critical 

subjects in the financial management context. The objective of this paper is 

to identify and classify the facility applicant's evaluation criteria, compare 

and credit assessment of the results obtained from the improved DEA and 

finally, classify the facility applicants. 

In other words, this article presents the development of a conceptual 

framework which aims to ranking the different industry sections for issuing 

loan based on multiple factors. The proposed conceptual framework 

combines the A
2
 method which is suggested by Hosseini Nasab et al., in 

2012 with the non-parametric technique known as DEA. This approach uses 

the result of AHP and DEA as input values of the Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN) model for developing and improving the A
2
 method, with a little 

change based on the experience of experts in the field. We have named this 

method A
2
-DEA. For comparing this new method, we have used the A

3
 

methodology (which was presented by Lin et al., in 2008) to determine the 

priority of different industries for issuing loan. In other words, in this paper 

we have proposed a new method named A
2
-DEA and have compared it with 

the A
3
 method. In spite of A

2
 having advantages, there are also some 

limitations which include the lack of ability in having objective decision 

while it is based on subjective decision. We have omitted these limitations 
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by proposing the A
2
-DEA method. Increased speed of implementation, 

decreased cost, ability of both subjective and objective decision, ability of 

analyzing several scenarios in short time and low cost, are some of the A
2
-

DEA advantages. In this study, we have followed these questions: 1- How 

can we assess the ranking of industries for issuing a financial institution 

special bank by the A
2
-DEA and A

3
 methods? 2- What are the advantages of 

the A
2
-DEA method to the A

3
 method? How can we analysis several 

scenarios by the A
2
-DEA method?  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows, Section 1.1 briefly 

presents the well-known A
3
 method presented by Lin et al. and section 1.2 is 

devoted to introducing the AHP approach introduced by Herrera-Viedma 

(2004) and artificial neural networks data envelopment analysis (DEA). The 

details of the research methodology are illustrated in section 2. Then in 

section 3, the model development and experimental details of this study are 

presented. Section 4 discusses the results and scenarios, and Section 

 5 presents the concluding remarks of this study. In section, the limitations 

and future research are explained. 

1.1. Adaptive AHP Approach (A
3
) 

In 2008 Lin et al., proposed the A
3
 method, which used a soft computing 

scheme, Genetic Algorithm (GA), to recover the real number weightings of

the various criteria in AHP and provided a function for automatically 

improving the consistency ratio of pairwise comparisons. 

Saaty proposed a method of measuring Consistency Ratio (CR) (see 

Saaty, 1980). If CR exceeds 0.10, the pairwise comparison needs to be 

reassessed. The reassessment process is boring and does not guarantee the 

consistency of pairwise comparisons. Thus, another reassessment is 

necessary if the resulting CR remains unsatisfactory. Reassessment is simply 

too expensive for sorting out inconsistencies. In the investigation of Lin  

et al., the A
3 

method using GA is developed to recover the continuous 
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relative importance weights of the various criteria based on two objective 

values: (1): CR, and (2): the difference of the derived pairwise weighting 

matrix (PWM) from the initial PWM. In this method, the search process of 

GA is guided by minimizing CR; it results in an adapted PWM with lower 

CR, which is acceptable in terms of the consistency requirements of AHP. 

The search process is also guided by minimizing the difference from the 

initial PWM. Thus, the resulting PWM reserves the original beliefs of the 

decision maker (DM) regarding the relative importance relationship among 

the criteria. The proposed A
3
 also provides an automatic mechanism for 

improving CR, and thus eliminates the reassessment process of AHP. In 

section 3, this method is explained by means of an empirical case for 

comparing with the A2 method, which we have proposed in this study, and 

we have also discussed the advantages and limitations of both methods. 

1.2. A
2
 Method and Data Envelopment Analysis (A

2
-DEA) 

1.2.1. Analytical hierarchy process (AHP) 

The AHP is based on pairwise comparison judgments and can provide a 

flexible and powerful tool for handling both qualitative and quantitative 

multi-criteria problems, which is developed by Saaty (1980). Its main 

distinction is that AHP has been applied to a wide variety of decisions. AHP 

provides an estimate of additive utility weight that best matches the initial 

information provided by the decision-maker and it provides a meaningful 

way to measure and combine tangible and intangible criteria in any decision. 

This can also be used with other techniques. For instance, Wanichpongpan  

et al. (2007), Hermann et al. (2007) and Kim et al. (2009) used AHP and 

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) as decision support tool or multi-criteria 

analysis tool in fields of assessing environmental performance or assessing 

the recycling potential of materials. In this paper, we integrate AHP and 

ANN to consider not only qualitative and quantitative factors but also having 

many scenarios in short time and low cost. 
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The traditional AHP uses n(n-1)/2 judgments in a preference matrix 

with n alternatives. Because of that, it takes a long time to collect judgments 

and to do calculations. In this study, rather than using conventional AHP  the 

pairwise comparison approach is based on the model which Herrera-Viedma 

proposed in 2004. This method considers only n-1 judgments and enables 

decision makers to express their preferences over a set of alternatives with 

the fewest judgments, it also avoids checking the consistency in the 

decision-making process. In section 4, this method is explained by means of 

an empirical case. 

1.2.2. Artificial neural network (ANN) 

A neural network is a simplified model of the way the human brain 

processes information. ANNs mimic the ability of the biological neural 

systems in a computerized way by resorting to the learning mechanism as 

the basis of human behavior (Cui and Han, 2008). ANNs are a class of 

flexible non-linear models that can find patterns adaptively from the data. 

Theoretically, it has been demonstrated that given an appropriate number 

of non-linear processing units, ANNs can learn from experience and 

estimate any complex functional relationship with high accuracy. Their 

approximating power comes from the parallel processing of the information 

from the given data. ANNs have been broadly applied to many estimating 

problems. For instance Kuo et al., have integrated ANN and two multi-

attribute decision analysis methods to develop a green supplier selection 

model. The main reason for their success is that they are capable of 

discovering the hidden relationship (mapping) in data. ANNs have a lot of 

application in recent years. In 2012, Liao presented a general methodology 

for developing environmental emergency decision support systems (EEDSS) 

based on ANN. 

The ANN `learns' the governing relationships in the input and output 

data sets by modifying the weights between its nodes. In essence, a trained 
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ANN model can be viewed as a function that maps input vectors to output 

vectors. Single hidden layer network based on Back Propagation (BP) 

learning is the most widely used model form for estimating. BP learning is a 

kind of supervised learning introduced by Werbos (1974) and later 

developed by Rumelhart & McClelland (1986).   

At the beginning of the learning stage all weights in the network are 

initialized to small random values. The algorithm uses a learning set, which 

consists of input – desired output pattern pairs.  Each input – output pair is 

obtained by the offline processing of historical data. These pairs are used to 

adjust the weights in the network to minimize the Sum Squared Error (SSE). 

This error function measures the difference between the real and the desired 

values overall output neurons and all learning patterns. After computing 

SSE, the back propagation step computes the corrections to be applied to 

the weights.  

The architecture of ANN model usually consists of three parts: an input 

layer, the hidden layers and an output layer. The information contained in 

the input layer is mapped to the output layer through the hidden layers. Each 

neuron can receive its input only from the lower layer and sends its output to 

the neurons only on the higher layer. 

To find out the most reliable model, several performance indicators can 

be used. The performance of the ANN models based on their reliability is 

evaluated by a regression analysis between the predicted values by the ANN 

models and the actual values. The indicators used with aim of performance 

evaluation for both training and test data sets are the root mean square 

error (RMSE) and correlation coefficient. The root mean square error is 

calculated by:  
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where iŷ  is the predicted value by the ANN model, iy is actual value and m 

is the number of points in the data set. The absolute fraction of variance, a 

statistical criterion that can be applied to multiple regression analysis, is 

calculated by: 
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The absolute fraction of variance ranges between zero and one. Ideally, 

R
2
 should be close to one, whereas a poor fit results in a value near zero. 

1.2.3. Data envelopment analysis (DEA) 

DEA is a methodology based on applications of linear programming. It has 

been successfully employed for assessing the relative performance of a set of 

firms, usually called decision making units (DMU), which uses a variety of 

identical inputs to produce a variety of identical outputs. The basic ideas 

behind DEA date back to Farrel, but the recent series of discussions started 

with the article by Chames et al. (1985). We give very briefly the salient 

features of DEA, more detailed information can be obtained elsewere in 

(Jamas and Pollitt, 2003; Jamas et al., 2004; Giannakis et al., 2005).  

Assume that there are n DMUs which convert I input to J outputs. In 

particular, the m
th
 DMU produces outputs yjm using    inputs. To measure 

the efficiency of this conversion process by a DMU, a fractional 

mathematical programming model, denoted by model (1)  is proposed. The 

objective function of the model maximizes the ratio of weighted outputs to 

weighted inputs for the DMU under consideration subject to the condition 

that the similar ratios for all DMUs are less than or equal to 1. Hence, 

we have: 
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Model (1):
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               (3)  

where subscripts i, j and n stand for inputs, outputs, and DMUs, respectively. 

The variables yjm and uim are the weights to be determined by the above 

mathematical program. The term   is an arbitrarily small positive number 

introduced to ensure that all of the known inputs and outputs have positive 

weight values. The n
th
 DMU is the base DMU in the above model. The 

optimal value of the objective function of model (1) is the DEA efficiency 

score assigned to the m
th
 DMU. If the efficiency score is 1 (or 100%), the m

th
 

DMU satisfies the necessary condition as DEA efficient. Otherwise, it is 

considered as DEA inefficient. Note that the inefficiency is relative to the 

performance of other DMUs under consideration. 

It is difficult to solve the above model because of its fractional objective 

function. However, if either the denominator or numerator of the ratio is 

forced to be unity, then the objective function will become linear, and a 

linear programming problem can be obtained. By setting the denominator of 

the ratio equal to unity, we can obtain the following output maximization 

linear programming problem, denoted as model . Therefore, it is possible to 

produce the input minimization linear programming problem. 
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Model (2): 
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A complete DEA exercise involves solution of N such models, 

each for a base DMU (m=1,2,.., N), yielding N different set of weights 

(
jmv , imu  ). In each model, the constraints are the same while the ratio to be 

maximized is changed. DEA literature uses more advanced concepts such as 

the dual of the previous model [model (2)], and incorporation of returns to 

scale. There are also many extensions to the basic models described here 

(Jamas et al., 2004). Charnes et al., have provided detailed accounts of the 

important developments in the history of DEA. Thus, DEA has the ability to 

give a single index of performance, usually called the efficiency score, 

synthesizing diverse characteristics of different DMUs. Because of this 

ability, DEA has received numerous applications over the past two decades.  

2. Methodological Approach 

Saaty (1980) developed the AHP method to solve the problems of multi 

criteria decision-making (MCDM) for determining the rank or preferences of 

decision alternatives. According to the previous explanation (section 1.2.1) 

for  using the AHP model, groups of expert opinion of decision makers are 

needed, which it is time consuming and costly. Therefore, we cannot use 

AHP easily for introducing several scenarios. To remove these 

shortcomings, Hosseininasab et al., had proposed the integration of the AHP 

and ANN (for more explanation refer to 1.2.2) models, which called A
2 

in 

2012. Because this method has many benefits, we integrate this method as 
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subjective tool with DEA as objective tool (for more explanation refer to 

1.2.3). One of the important benefits of using ANN is the ability of 

generalizing variables, which are gained from a real world problem. It is also 

useful for presenting several scenarios as an accurate, fast running, and 

inexpensive method for decision makers. In the proposed model, when AHP-

DEA and ANN models are set up, measuring the priority of industries for 

issuing loan when the budget is limited, can be made easy by the opinions of 

a few decision makers, thus the calculation of the geometric mean of 

answers that are obtained from many experts will be unnecessary. 

Additionally, with ANN, we can analyze many scenarios with the change of 

any criteria of AHP-DEA in a short time. In the next step, we have compared 

the proposed model with the A
3 

model. We have used this model for 

comparing, because the aim of the A
3
 model is to avoid reassessment while 

decreasing cost. 

 In the proposed model, the major criteria of the assessment process were 

identified with the help of literature review, and experience of experts in the 

field. In this model, an AHP-DEA structure was proposed in which the 

criteria's weights were determined for every decision maker. An ANN model 

was implemented and trained by using AHP-DEA results in order to avoid 

using the AHP-DEA model. It causes decreased execution time and 

increased efficiency of result. The details of ANN procedure have been 

shown in Fig. 1 (section a), and are explained briefly in section 2.2. The 

priority of industries, which is determined in ten sections (I1-I10) by experts, 

is achieved from running the ANN model. Although using ANN helps avoid 

aggregation of decision makers' judgments by an average method, the most 

important contribution of this study is that it provides decision makers with 

useful scenarios about influential criteria to make decisions concerning 

which industries would be better to be selected to issue loan in two 

subjective and objective perspectives.  For comparing and surveying benefits 

and limitations of the proposed model, we apply the A
3
 model, which is 

explained briefly in section 1.2 [see Fig. 1 (section b)]. 
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Figure 1: The procedure of measuring the priority of industries for 

issuing loan (A
2
-DEA and A

3
)   

 

 

 

2.1. The selection criteria and building of the AHP-DEA model 

The first step in developing the AHP-DEA model is building a hierarchical 

structure of the problem. The goal and all the decision criteria are classified 

into three major levels. In the first step of the application of the AHP-DEA 

model, the decision hierarchy of the AHP model is constructed to rank credit 

customers in different industries. The goal of the AHP-DEA model is placed 

at the first level of the hierarchy. For selecting the factor of second level, we 

surveyed the literature (see Table1). In order to obtain further information to 
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identify and categorize the criteria affecting the clients credit rating applying 

for banking facilities, as the most important step, these criteria have been 

identified and categorized through the literature review. Then, these criteria 

and the related clusters have been improved through several interviews with 

senior experts from different bank branches and banking facility applicants. 

The summary of the final criteria and their clustering is provided in Table1. 

 In order to determine the validity level of the criteria, the opinions of the 

banking credit experts, financial management professors and credit applicant 

experts have been taken into account. Stability of these criteria has 

been calculated through the Cronbach's Alpha method and has been 

verified by 86%. 

Static population in this study has been drawn based on the investigation 

and consultation with filed senior experts and as a result, 35 companies that 

have received the bank financial facilities from 2010 to 2011 and were listed 

in the Tehran Stock Exchange have been selected. These information and 

financial ratios have been completed with respect to the Stock Exchange 

rules and regulations and are homogenous and highly accurate. In addition, 

access to the financial information of the selected companies is easier 

in this way. 

These ten factors plus last factor, which is related to result of DEA, are 

placed at the second level of the hierarchy. In other words, according to Fig 

2, the eleventh factor is related to DEA‟s results. In fact, the efficiency 

scores measured by DEA are placed in AHP. Determining of inputs and 

outputs is one of the most important steps of DEA method. Table 1 shows 

the structure of DEA based on literature review. 
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Table 1: Comparative studies for selecting factors of second level of 

AHP-DEA 

DEA Info AHP_DEA Info Factors Authors 

Variable IN/OUT labels’

Input

In(1) E1 Capital Cummins et al. (2002) , Feroz et 

al. 2(2003)

In(2) E2 Retained Profit Aitman (1998), Feroz et al. 

2(2003), Cheng et al.(2007)

In(3) E3 Current Liability Liang et al.(2006) 

In(4) E4 Long-term 

Liabilities

Omero et al.(2005), Molhotra  

et al.(2008)

In(5) E5 Legal reserves -

Output

Out(1) E6 Interest 

Coverage Rate

Liang et al.(2006), Cheng et 

al.(2007), Molhotra et al. (2008), 

Margaritis et al.(2009)

Out(2) E7 Asset Return 

Ratio

Brid(2001), capobianco et 

al.(2004), Duzakin et al. (2007), 

Molhotra et al.(2008)

Out(3) E8 Quick Ratio Duzakin et al. (2007)

Out(4) E9 Average 

Collection 

Period

Feroz (2003)

Out(5) E10 Return on 

Shareholder's 

equity

Margaritis et al. (2009), Brid 

(2001), Liang et al.(2006)

 

 

For determining the third level of AHP structure, we used the company's 

classification. Debt collection constitutes a considerable amount of financial 

resources required for banking operations. For banks that have been 

unsuccessful at collecting debts, means the loss of a considerable part of 

assets and financial resources for banks. Therefore, banks try to properly 
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evaluate the credit applicants more efficiently using different methods in 

order to reduce the credit and facilities‟ non-pay off risk. The statistical 

sample of companies have been chosen from 10 different industries 

including: food, pharmaceutical, electrical devices, automotive, basic metals, 

cement and plaster, manufacturing equipment and machinery, 

telecommunications, glass and crystal and mineral industry. Fig. 2 describes 

the hierarchy of the AHP-DEA model. 

Figure 2: The hierarchy framework for ranking credit customers 
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2.2. The building of the A
2
-DEA model 

The steps of ANN modeling are according to the integrated AHP-ANN 

(A
2
)–DEA approach. The proposed hybrid A

2
–DEA model has the following 

basic steps: 

Step 1: Determining the input and outputs variables: This decision 

addresses the definition of the input variables (e.g., rate of any criteria) and 

the output variables (e.g., section of industries) in order to assign them to the 

network of each model as inputs and outputs, respectively. In addition, the 

way of presenting data to the network have to be determined. One way to do

this is to present all available process variables as network inputs, and then 

let the network modify itself during training so that the connection of any 

insignificant variables becomes weak. Another approach is to be more 

selective, and introduce as inputs only those variables that are surely 

affecting the process of outputs. The first approach is called the „„global 

network‟‟ while the second is termed the „„focused network‟‟. 

Step 2: Selecting and preparing the train, validation and test data set: In 

the data selection step, it is necessary to ensure the sufficiency and integrity 

of the data used to train and test the network, whereas the network 

performance can be directly influenced by the presented data. It is not simply 

possible to say how many data sets are required, because this depends on the 

nature of the process modeling problem and the cost of providing data. 

The prepared data set is categorized randomly into three sets: Train, 

validation, and testing data sets. Generally, the training data should cover the 

whole of data variation range. The validation data set is used to ensure that 

there is no over-fitting in the final result. In order to validate the models, a 

data set is selected randomly from training data. When a significant

over-fitting has occurred, the error of validation data starts to increase and 

the training process is stopped. 
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In order to enhance the model fitness, several tasks for preparing data 

may be performed such as: (1) data integrity check, (2) extreme data 

removal, (3) data scaling, and (4) data coding. Scaling of the data is 

automatically carried out during the training phase of the ANN. Data are 

preprocessed (scaled to [0, 1]) through dividing each dataset by its norm. 

Finally, our outputs are post-processed and returned to their original scale. 

Step 3: Tune and run all plausible networks for proposed ANN model: 

Developing an ANN model includes determining the number of layers, the 

number of neurons in each layer, each layer‟s transfer function, and how the 

layers are connected to each other. The performance of an ANN model 

depends on the fitness of the network features. For instance, too few neurons 

may result in under-fitting, but too many neurons may yield over-fitting, 

which means that all the training data fit well, but ANN model performance 

for test data is low.  

The optimal configuration of each model is selected according to the 

training process results. Therefore, various architectures for each network 

are proposed with diverse features. During the training process, 

representative examples of inputs and their corresponding outputs are 

presented to the models. Each ANN model that its network trained and 

learned the governing relationships in the data set by modifying its weights 

and biases, called the fitted model. Ultimately, the optimal configuration for 

each network based on the user-specified error function is chosen by trial 

and error. 

There are various training algorithms to fit ANN models. The most 

popular algorithm in optimization and estimation applications is the standard 

back propagation (BP) (Nascimento, 2000). This algorithm is a widely used 

iterative optimization technique that locates the minimum of a function 

expressed as equation 5. 

  
m

mdm yyE
2

2

1

 
                                                                       (5)
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where, dmy  is the target value of the output layer, and my is the ratiocinated 

value of the output layer. Based on BP algorithm, during the training 

process, the deviation between the network output and the desired output at 

each presentation is computed as an error. This error, in the quadratic form, 

was then fed back (back propagated) to the network and used for modifying 

the weights.  
The training process carries on while one of three user-specified 

conditions is met at least. These conditions consist of (1) exceeding the 

maximum number of epochs, (2) meeting the performance goal, and (3) 

decreasing of the gradient descent rate to the less than the allowable limit. 

Step 4: Select the best network configuration for ANN model based on 

error function: The optimal configuration of each model is selected 

according to the training process results. Therefore, various architectures for 

each network are proposed with various features. During the training 

process, representative examples of inputs and their corresponding outputs 

are presented to the models. Each ANN model that its network trained and 

learned the governing relationships in the data set by modifying its weights 

and biases, called the fitted model. Ultimately, the optimal configuration for 

each network based on the user-specified error function is chosen by trial 

and error. 

 2.3. The building of the A
3
 model 

The A
3
 model was proposed in 2008 to improve the traditional AHP method 

of solving MCDM problems from three perspectives: (1) cost effectiveness 

(2) timeliness and (3) improved decision quality. According to Fig. 1, five 

main steps are needed for applying A
3
, which are briefly discussed here. 

Step 1: Select the soft computing 

Technique selection depends on the characteristics of the problem field. Lin 

et al. used genetic algorithm (GA) as the best choice for this method. The 

GAs, first proposed by Holland (1976), are algorithms based on the 
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observation of the natural selection in the evolution of natural lives. The 

basic GA mechanism consists of three basic operations: (1) reproduction; (2) 

crossover; and (3) mutation. For detailed description of GA operations, 

please refer to Goldberg (1989). 

Step 2: Define the objective 

Two objective functions are proposed in this method, which are the 

consistency ratio (CR) and a difference measurement between the adapted 

PWM and the original PWM. CR is definitely a primary objective value to 

be minimized and the other objective is required to guide the search toward 

the direction that reserves the DM's original belief in the relative importance 

of the various criteria. The difference measurement between the adapted 

PWM and the original PWM is considered as the second objective.  

Step 3: Determine the coding scheme 

In A
3
, the gray code (GC) scheme is adopted. Because by using GC, three 

important concerns are considered: (1) the coding scheme should guarantee 

global search; (2) the coding should be compact; and (3) similar numbers 

should be coded similarly.  

Step 4: Formulate the GA for A
3
 

Since the goal is to determine the values of elements in PWM so that the 

eigenvector (the final weights for the various criteria) of the matrix can be 

found, the considered parameters include all the elements of PWM. The 

PWM is a positive reciprocal matrix. Thus, only the elements in the upper 

triangular of PWM are required. The elements on the reciprocal positions 

can be obtained by aji=1/aij where aij is the element of row i and column j in 

PWM. Therefore, only (n
2
-n)/2 elements are required for constructing PWM. 

Thus, we can consider the (n
2
-n)/2 elements as the parameters in GA. 

Then, an individual gene called genotype in GA for A
3 

is built. Each 

parameter is a chromosome on the genotype. The values of the (n
2
-n)/2 

elements in PWM are coded into GCs. Each digit in GC is either 0 or 1. In 

addition to the digits for the (n
2
-n)/2 elements in PWM, three real number 

parameters should be recorded on each genotype: (1) the maximum 
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eigenvalue of the relative importance weight matrix, (2) the difference index 

(DI) between the original genotype and the derived genotype, (3) the overall 

index (OI) combining the performance of CR and DI. Since the lower 

eigenvalue achieves the lower CR, the maximum eigenvalue represents the 

first objective (i.e., consistency). The DI represents the second objective 

(i.e., the difference from the original genotype). There are many ways 

to measure DI, such as the Hamming distance between the two genotypes 

or the summation of square differences of all elements between the 

two genotypes. In the proposed A
3,
 the DI is defined As 

[(│G./G
*
│+│G./G

*
│)/(n

2
-n)]. Where G and G

*
 are row vectors of the 

original and derived genotypes in the real number format. In this equation, 

“./“ means element-to-element division. That is, the division is performed for 

each pair of elements at the same position in the two genotypes. The last 

parameter in the genotype is an overall evaluation of the two objectives. It is 

obvious that the goal of A
3
 should be to reduce the values of both of DI and 

OI. The lower value of the first objective means the better consistency. The 

lower value of the second objective means better conformity between the 

derived PWM and DM's original belief. Thus, a straightforward definition 

for OI is simply the summation of λmax and DI. Since the lowest value of λmax 

is n (number of criteria) and the lowest value of DI is unit (when two 

genotypes are identical), it is intuitive to define OI as shown OI= ( λmax-

n)+(DI-1). In the data structure of a genotype, there are totally [ (( n
2
-n)/2) 

+3] elements. The first (n
2
-n/2) elements are in GC format (i.e., 0 or 1). The 

last three elements are real numbers (Lin et al., 2008). 

Step 5: GA operations in A
3
 

A primary genotype is created from the upper-right triangle of the initial 

PWM. In this paper, we use the GA operations proposed by Lin et al. 

According to Lin et al. the primary genotype should reproduce 20 times to 

generate 20 identical genotypes. Next, mutation should be applied to all 
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genotypes except 1. This mutation results in an initial population with only 1 

genotype that is identical to the original genotype; the other 19 genotypes are 

slightly different from the original genotype. During the second step, the 

initial population should cross over with itself to generate 400 (20×20) off-

springs. Only 1 outcome g is the identical to the original genotype and 399 

new genotypes are produced. All 400 genotypes are evaluated, and the best 

20 genotypes are selected for further evolution. The evolution process stops 

when all genotypes are the same or the objective performances do not 

improve any more. Then, the genotype with the best objective performance 

is selected as the final genotype. The PWM is then constructed based on the 

final genotype, and the eigenvector of the PWM is found to be the final 

weights for the various criteria.  

3. Model development and experimental details 

A real world decision-making problem in ranking of credit customer for a 

case project (Export Development Bank of Iran) is adopted as a case study. 

In this problem, both the A
3
 approach and the proposed A

2
-DEA are applied 

for ranking of credit customers. 

3.1. Experimental details of proposed model (A
2
–DEA model) 

Step 1: Collecting data and calculating the weights of the criteria  

Collecting the expert judgment for running AHP-DEA model is very 

important and because of the large number of decision makers, it is a 

challenging work. The model which Herrera-Viedma proposed in 2004 helps 

the decision maker to express his or her opinion easily in a short time. A 

special questionnaire for AHP which Wang et al., (2007) has proposed was 

used to complete a pairwise comparison matrix. 

For applying the A
2
-DEA model, a team of decision makers has 

completed the questionnaire according to current organization strategy. The 

team consists of 85 experts, including managers and experts from six 

departments of the bank. For instance, 5 judgments of decision makers for a 
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set of eleven adjoining factors {E1.E2, E2.E3, E3.E4, E4.E5, E5.E6, E6.E7, 

E7.E8, E8.E9, E9.E10 and E10.E11} are listed as follows (Table 2): 

Table 2: The judgment scores for ten criteria evaluated by 5 decision 

makers 

 DM1 DM2 DM3 DM4 DM5  

E1 4:1 3:1 1:1 6:1 7:1 E2 

E2 1:5 1:2 1:1 1:8 1:3 E3 

E3 1:7 1:9 1:5 1:6 1:9 E4 

E4 2:1 3:1 6:1 1:1 4:1 E5 

E5 1:9 1:5 1:6 1:2 1:8 E6 

E6 2:1 2:1 4:1 4:1 1:2 E7 

E7 1:4 1:4 2:1 1:5 1:8 E8 

E8 6:1 8:1 6:1 5:1 5:1 E9 

E9 9:1 8:1 4:1 3:1 3:1 E10 

E10 1:9 1:3 5:1 4:1 1:2 E11 

           Note: DM= Decision maker 

 

According to Table 2, every DM must fill only 10 cells. The DM must 

compare 2 factors with each other.  In this stage, the DM should ask 

himself/herself this question and answer it by 9 scales: which factor (for 

example E1 and E2) is more important in respect to every section of 

industries and how much does it rate.    

The following is the steps for calculating factors' weight based on 

Herrera-Viedma' model (2004) after collecting the opinions. To illustrate 

these steps, the assessment of decision maker 1 is selected as an 

example here. 

1-Table  is the pairwise comparison matrix of decision maker 1 which 

shows the importance of each two adjoining factor for a set of n - 1 

preference values.  
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Table 3: First step of pairwise comparison matrix of decision maker 1 

 

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 

E1 1 4.00 x x x x x x x x x 

E2 x 1 0.20 x x x x x x x x 

E3 x x 1 0.14 x x x x x x x 

E4 x x x 1 2.00 x x x x x x 

E5 x x x x 1 0.11 x x x x x 

E6 x x x x x 1 2.00 x x x x 

E7 x x x x x x 1 0.25 x x x 

E8 x x x x x x x 1 6.0 x x 

E9 x x x x x x x x 1 9 x 

E10 x x x x x x x x X 1 0.11  

E11 x x x x x x x x X x 1 

 

2- In this step, the elements are transformed into an interval [0, 1] by 

equation 5 in which  9,9:1ija  and  1,0ijW .                          

)log1)(2/1( 9 ijij aW                                                                                 (5)  

where ijW indicates the lack of indifference between factors i and j, 1ijW  

suggests that factor i is absolutely more important than the factor j, 0ijW  

denotes that factor i is absolutely less important than the factor j, and 2

1
ijW  

reveals that the factor i is preferred to factor j. 

3- To calculate the remaining elements, equation‟s 6 and 7 are used. 

 91,..., ji,                        1  jiij WW                                     (6)

jjiiiiiiji WWWWijW )1()3)(2()2)(1()1( ....)2/)1((                     (7)  

4- If this preference matrix contains any values that are not included in 

the interval [0, 1], but in an interval [-a, 1 + a], then a transformation 

function is required to preserve the reciprocity and additive transitivity. The 
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transformation function is given by equation 8 where indicates the absolute 

value of the minimum in this preference matrix  

)21/()()( aaWwWf ijijij                                                                     (8)  

5- Final weight is achieved by using the average of the normalized 

matrix row. The normalized matrix and final priority of influential factors 

for decision maker 1 are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4: Normalized weight matrix and priority of influential factors 

 
E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 Priority Rank 

E1 0.070  0.073  0.069  0.061  0.065  0.050  0.056  0.040  0.059  0.069  0.059  0.061  10 

E2 0.053  0.059  0.052  0.038  0.044  0.017  0.028  0.000  0.033  0.051  0.033  0.037  11 

E3 0.073  0.075  0.072  0.065  0.068  0.055  0.060  0.047  0.063  0.072  0.063  0.065  9 

E4 0.096  0.095  0.096  0.098  0.098  0.101  0.100  0.104  0.099  0.097  0.099  0.099  6 

E5 0.088  0.088  0.088  0.087  0.087  0.085  0.086  0.084  0.086  0.088  0.086  0.087  7 

E6 0.115  0.111  0.115  0.124  0.120  0.137  0.130  0.148  0.127  0.116  0.127  0.125  2 

E7 0.106  0.104  0.107  0.112  0.110  0.121  0.116  0.127  0.114  0.107  0.114  0.113  3 

E8 0.123  0.118  0.124  0.136  0.131  0.154  0.144  0.168  0.140  0.125  0.140  0.137  1 

E9 0.101  0.100  0.101  0.105  0.104  0.111  0.108  0.116  0.107  0.102  0.107  0.106  4 

E10 0.074  0.077  0.074  0.068  0.070  0.059  0.064  0.051  0.066  0.074  0.066  0.068  8 

E11 0.101  0.100  0.101  0.105  0.104  0.111  0.108  0.116  0.107  0.102  0.107  0.106  5 

 

6- The above stage is applied for calculating other decision makers' 

matrix too.  

Step 2: Calculating the weight of section of industries. 

Using ten options as AHP outcome (I1 to I10) causes, the calculation of final 

priority gets easy. Table 5 is the list of five numbers of the pairwise 

comparison matrices for a set of ten possible outcomes as an example. 
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Table 5: The judgment scores given to the priority of section  

of industries  

Factors Industry 

sections 
DM1 DM2 DM3 DM4 DM5 

Industry 

sections 
 I1 1:3 1:2 3:1 2:1 1:2 I2 

E1 I2 4:1 1:1 2:1 3:1 2:1 I3

 I3 1:1 1:2 1:3 2:1 1:3 I4 

 I4 1:4 1:2 1:4 1:5 1:2 I5

 I5 1:1 2:1 2:1 2:1 1:2 I6 

 I6 2:1 4:1 3:1 3:1 2:1 I7

 I7 1:4 1:2 1:4 1:4 1:1 I8 

 I8 1:3 2:1 1:2 3:1 3:1 I9

 I9 5:1 5:1 4:1 3:1 4:1 I10 

       

. .      . 

        

       

        

E9        


E10 I1 1:3 1:1 1:5 1:2 1:4 I2 

 I2 2:1 1:1 3:1 2:1 3:1 I3

 I3 1:2 1:4 1:1 1:2 2:1 I4 

 I4 1:4 1:3 1:2 1:4 1:3 I5

 I5 2:1 3:1 5:1 4:1 4:1 I6 

 I6 3:1 3:1 3:1 2:1 4:1 I7

 I7 3:1 3:1 4:1 4:1 2:1 I8 

 I8 2:1 1:1 1:2 2:1 4:1 I9

 I9 4:1 5:1 3:1 4:1 4:1 I10 

** E1-E10 is related to factors of second level and E11 is related to result of 

DEA and it is not necessary the judgment scores.   

All the stages described in the previous section, are applied for 

calculating the priority of outcomes for any decision maker (note that to 

transform the values and the scale [1: 5, 5] into [0, 1], the function 

)log1)(2/1( 5 ijij ap    is used instead of equation 5. 

According to Fig 2, the eleventh factor is named DEA‟s results. In step 2 

for calculating the weight of section of industries we need the result of 
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running DEA which calculated by the GAMS software and shows in 

Table 4. 

At the end of this section, to obtain the priority of any section of 

industries we use equation 9 and the result is shown in Table 6: 

i

i

i wpES 



9

1

                                                                                        (9)  

where iw
 denotes the estimated weight of i criteria. i, and ip  

represents the weight of the possible outcome, concerning influential 

criteria i.  

Table 6: Priority of every section of industries by decision maker 5 

 
E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 

P
rio

rit

y
 

R
a
n

k
 

 
0.061 0.037 0.065 0.099 0.087 0.125 0.113 0.137 0.106 0.068 0.106 

I1 0.059 0.060 0.141 0.133 0.101 0.095 0.069 0.069 0.093 0.081 0.073 0.089 10 

I2 0.03 0.101 0.109 0.117 0.079 0.081 0.171 0.142 0.102 0.110 0.058 0.104 3 

I3 0.062 0.081 0.171 0.064 0.158 0.123 0.035 0.139 0.060 0.077 0.092 0.098 5 

I4 0.16 0.161 0.137 0.118 0.079 0.155 0.069 0.110 0.118 0.145 0.115 0.120 1 

I5 0.092 0.181 0.084 0.070 0.118 0.045 0.103 0.069 0.088 0.110 0.149 0.094 8 

I6 0.166 0.151 0.107 0.094 0.060 0.115 0.137 0.109 0.086 0.080 0.143 0.112 2 

I7 0.121 0.085 0.066 0.167 0.080 0.078 0.109 0.076 0.131 0.104 0.092 0.101 4 

I8 0.061 0.063 0.082 0.064 0.155 0.077 0.070 0.069 0.123 0.141 0.120 0.094 9 

I9 0.149 0.077 0.064 0.061 0.064 0.077 0.119 0.110 0.110 0.112 0.093 0.095 7 

I10 0.101 0.040 0.038 0.114 0.105 0.153 0.116 0.109 0.088 0.041 0.066 0.097 6 

 The result obtained by DEA 

 

Now we have 85 comparison matrices with final results. In traditional 

AHP model, some methods such as the average value are used for the 

integration of the judgment values of the decision makers. In this study, to 

avoid using averages and to have a capability of different scenarios about 

influential factors, the ANN model was used as follows.  
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Step 3: Ranking of credit customer by ANN  

Adopting a global approach in presenting the data to the network, the ANN 

model for the measuring the rank of credit customer in different industries 

sections was trained by BP algorithm based on Levenberg - Marquart rule. 

This ANN model includes eleven inputs that consist of the weight of "E1" to 

"E11" obtained from AHP model while it has ten outputs, which are the 

priority of "I1" to "I10". The obtained data form AHP results are divided into 

85% as the train data and the rest (15%) as the test data. 

To choose the optimal network of the ANN, a number of different 

network configurations, including one hidden layer and different numbers of 

neurons in hidden layers with various transfer functions were provided. 

However, in this network, selection of more than one layer leads to a 

decrease in the network training performance. The training process was run 

in the MATLAB so a minimum of the user-specification error function: i.e., 

RMSE was reached while the number of epochs is fewer than 3000. 

The optimal network for the ANN model was selected based on training 

and test RMSE of networks. When the number of neurons in the hidden 

layer was equal to 20, it was the least training RMSE of network. The ANN 

model results are shown in Table 7. 

Table 7: The weight and priority of industries sections that obtain from 

ANN model 

 

I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 I9 I10 

Weight 0.065 0.0981 0.089 0.153 0.098 0.147 0.099 0.079 0.075 0.089 

Priority 10 3 6 1 4 2 5 8 9 7 

 

3.2. Experimental details of A
3
 model 

In AHP weightings, the relative importance among criteria at the same level 

is compared to obtain PWMs using the discrete 9-value scale of Saaty  Five 
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managements of five important departments joined in assessing AHP 

weightings in the case study. Each member was required to complete eleven 

relative importance assessment tables, and thus generated eleven PWMs, 

including one level-one PWM, ten level- two PWMs. 

In the first level, DMs must compare every ten factors (E1 to E10) with 

each other and rate them by 9-value scale which it makes one PWM. For 

example, When DM1 compares the two first factors (E1: Coverage Ratio, 

E2: Asset Return) and gets the 3:1, It means that according to DM' belief, 

Coverage Ratio is 3 times more important than Asset Return in respect to 

credit rating. In the second level, DMs must complete 10 PWMs. They 

compare 10 industry sections (I1 to I10) in respect to every 10 factor of first 

level. For example, DM compares two first industry sections (Food, 

Pharmaceutical) and gets the 1:5. It means that according to DM' belief, 

pharmaceutical industry is more important than food industry in respect to 

strategy of bank. Totally, 55=5×(1+10×1) PWMs were obtained. Among the 

55 PWMs, only 20 PWMs were acceptable (i.e., CRb0.10) at the first 

assessment; the rest 33 PWMs required reassessment. In the A
3
 weightings, 

the primitive PWMs obtained from the first assessment of the AHP 

weightings is automatically reassessed when CR exceeds 0.10. In the case 

study, 33 (out of 55) PWMs were unacceptable (that is, CRs N0.10). Thus, 

the A
3
 is applied to adjust the relative importance values of the criteria in the 

unacceptable PWMs to meet the consistency requirement. A prototype 

computer program was designed with the MATLAB language for 

implementing the proposed A
3
. Table  displays the average criteria 

weightings, and the shows the average CR, DI and OI values using the A
3
. 
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Table 8: The average of weightings, CR, DI and OI values obtained 

using A
3
 approaches 

Criteria  

Average weightings of 

criteria 

 

Level one Level two 

E1 0.100 

 E2 0.044 

 E3 0.076 

 E4 0.102 

 E5 0.082 

 E6 0.110 

 E7 0.112 

 E8 0.137 

 E9 0.162 

 E10 0.079 

 I1 - 

 I2 

 

0.080 

I3 

 

0.092 

I4 

 

0.098 

I5 

 

0.171 

I6 

 

0.079 

I7 

 

0.131 

I8 

 

0.092 

I9 

 

0.092 

I10 

 

0.092 

Weighting 

approach 0.100 

 Assessment cycle Primitive Final 

No. of PWM 55 33 

Average CR 1.85 0.075 

Average DI 1 1.15 

Average OI 0.79 0.65 

4. Discussion and Scenarios 

Table  shows the result of A
3
 method and the proposed method. According to 

this result, there is no significant difference between the results. However, 

by comparing the process of these two methods, we can sort benefits of  

A
2
– DEA and limitations of A

3
 as follows: 
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1. The most important ability of proposed method (A
2
– DEA) is related 

to objective and subjective view in decision-making process, while in 

A
3 
method only subjective view is noticed. 

2. While in proposed method the number of DMs is more than A
3
 

method, time of filling questioner in A
2
– DEA

 
method is so easy, and 

it doesn‟t take long time. Because in A
3
 every DM has to fill n(n-1)/2 

cell while in A
2
 there are only n-1 cell for filling.  

3. The aim of A
3
 model is to decrease the time of collection and 

calculation by using GA. In this method, we have to calculate CR 

while in A
2
– DEA, it is possible to avoid checking CR. Therefore, it 

causes to consume less time and less cost. 

4. Another benefit of A
2
– DEA is the ability to design several scenarios 

and analyses in short time. In this section, we show an example of one 

scenario. 

The proposed model was applied to the current situation of the bank and 

decision makers filled the questionnaires based on the current situation. For 

designing a scenario, we assume that the current situation can be changed. In 

this study, when strategy changes, we don‟t need to have all of evaluator's 

opinions for solving the model by A
2
- DEA.  we need to fill only one 

questionnaire by a decision maker. In this case, one specialist as an evaluator 

with respect to the assumption will complete the questionnaire. The required 

input data for ANN could be obtained based on the evaluator opinions. The 

A
2
 – DEA result shows that the new weight of every industry sections in the 

new assumed scenario is: 0.069, 0.087, 0.071, 0.108, 0.143, 0.162, 0.045, 

0.023, 0.163, and 0.128 . Thus, it can be concluded that such a proposed 

action can cause the increase obtaining of better industry section. Similarly, 

different scenarios can be presented in order to determine the priority of 

industry sections according to any strategy status while it is impossible to 

have several scenarios in short time by other methods. 
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Table 9: The result of A
2
-DEA and A

3
 approaches

Criteria Average of weightings of criteria 
  

Weighting approach 
A2-DEA 

method 

 

A3method 
 

 

Level one Level two Level one Level two 

E1 0.068 

 

0.100  

E2 0.042 

 

0.044  

E3 0.072 

 

0.076  

E4 0.082 

 

0.102  

E5 0.068 

 

0.082  

E6 0.132 

 

0.110  

E7 0.118 

 

0.112  

E8 0.151 

 

0.137  

E9 0.102 

 

0.162  

E10 0.072 

 

0.079  

E11 0.101 

 

-  

I1 

 

0.065  0.080 

I2 

 

0.0981  0.092 

I3 

 

0.089  0.098 

I4 

 

0.153  0.171 

I5 

 

0.098  0.079 

I6 

 

0.147  0.131 

I7 

 

0.099  0.092 

I8 

 

0.079  0.092 

I9 

 

0.075  0.092 

I10 

 

0.089  0.070 

Therefore, by having different scenarios in short time and low cost, the 

bank can analyze the most appropriate industry section. 

5. Conclusion  

This paper presented an integrated algorithm based on A
2
 and DEA to rank 

industry section. To show the applicability and superiority of the proposed 

framework, actual data are used. The proposed algorithm may be used to 

rank industry section in the future by optimizing parameter values. The 

proposed algorithm first uses AHP structure proposed by Herrera-Viedma  

and DEA to generate weights of factors for each industry sections. It then 
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run ANN for building expert tools to have ability of analyzing a lot of 

scenarios in short time and low cost. The outputs of the AHP-DEA are used 

for ANN model. This paper presented a highly unique flexible A
2
-DEA 

algorithm to rank credit clients in different industry section. Fig.1 represents 

this algorithm. The A
2
-DEA approach considered new indicators in addition 

to conventional approach. Because of non-linearity of the ANN in addition 

to its universal approximations of functions and its derivate that makes the 

algorithms highly flexible. 

 Results showed A
2
-DEA provides results that are more accurate. The 

proposed approach is also compared with A
3
 in ranking of bank credit 

customers. Its features are compared with previous models to show its 

advantages over previous models. The A
2
-DEA is capable of dealing both 

data complexity and ambiguity due to ANN mechanisms.  

The proposed model, consists of three capabilities which are explained in 

previous sections(3.2 and 4). First, by implementing the proposed model we 

can have different scenarios in a short time and minimum cost for analyzing 

various strategies in ranking of industry sections. Secondly, in A
2
-DEA we 

have objective and subjective view. In the proposed model, when AHP and 

ANN models are setup, a priority of sections can be easily made by the 

opinion of one single expert. In this study, using the AHP model proposed 

by Herrera-Viedma, it is possible to avoid checking consistency and 

collecting the experts' opinions in less time, so that the number of pairwise 

comparison judgments is declined to n-1 whereas the traditional analytic 

hierarchy approach uses n(n-1)/2 judgments in a preference matrix with n 

attributes. Therefore, we can see that the proposed model is time consuming.    

Most importantly, the integration of AHP,DEA and ANNs improves the 

ranking of the credit customers in various industry section. The top 

management can design scenarios to choose the best decision or actions to 

select the best company by analyzing different scenarios. Thirdly, by this 
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method management can determine the priority in every short period while 

the time and cost of estimation is decreased.  

6. Limitations and Future Research 

Despite, several benefit of A
2
 -DEA in measuring the priority of credit 

industry sections, there are limitations, which should be removed, and it can 

be considered by other researches. One of the limitations is that the A
2
 -DEA 

adapt PWMs based on a primitive assessment. The other limitation is that 

both of models are limited to crisp evaluation, and fuzzy approaches or 

integrating A
3
 and A

2
-DEA can be explored in future investigations. 

Selection of input and output is one of the other important stages of proposed 

model. Therefore, others can focus this item for future research.  
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 سقًط ارسش پًل ي تاثیز آن تز تًلیذ:تاریخچٍ 

 ضًاَذی اس ضص کطًر آسیایی
 

 اکبر توکلی

 علیرضا خردمنذ

 

 چکیذه

ّذف اغلی ایي هقالِ تحلیل آثار سقَط ارسش پَل )کاّص ضذیذ ارسش پَل داخلی تِ 

خارجی( تز تَلیذ ًاخالع حقیقی ضص کطَر آسیایی ) ایزاى، اًذًٍشی، هالشی، پاکستاى، 

ًک جْاًی اس آهار تا 2891-3122ّای ساالًِ تزای دٍرُ. دادُجٌَتی، ٍ تزکیِ( استکزُ 

سٌجی ًزخ رضذ تَلیذ ًاخالع داخلی، ًزخ تَرم، ٍ هتغیز استخزاج ضذ. هذل اقتػاد

کاّص  گیزد.هیرا در تز  هجاسی )تِ ػٌَاى هتغیز جایگشیي تزای کاّص ارسش پَل(

ٍ ّوکاراى هحاسثِ گزدیذ. تا  M. Bussiereارسش پَل تز اساس رٍش هَرد استفادُ 

دّذ کِ ّن ًزخ تَرم ٍ سٌجی گزٍّی، ًتایج تخویي ًطاى هیاستفادُ اس هذل اقتػاد

ّا ایي ّن سقَط ارسش پَل اثز هٌفی تز تَلیذ ًاخالع داخلی دارد. کارتزد ایي یافتِ

 ی دارد.است کِ تذاٍم سقَط ارسش پَل تزای کطَرّای هٌتخة آسیایی اّویت تسشای

 
  داًطیار اقتػاد، داًطگاُ غٌؼتی اغفْاى 
  داًطجَی کارضٌاسی ارضذ داًطگاُ غٌؼتی اغفْاى 



 تاریخچه سقوط ارزش پول و تأثیر آن ... 611

 

سقَط ارسش پَل، ًزخ رضذ تَلیذ ًاخالع داخلی، ضص کطَر واژگان کلیذی: 

 آسیایی.

 JEL :E17, E27, E31بنذی طبقه
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 عاملی پىُاوی در اعجاس کزٌ: جىثص اتحادیٍ اعتثاری کزٌ
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 چکیذه

دارای کطَری کِ   -«اػجاس کزُ»ّای اػتثاری کزُ تِ ػٌَاى ػاهل پٌْاًی در اتحادیِ

. اػجاس دضَیه هحسَب،ٍیژگی رضذ اقتػادی قاتل تَجِ ٍ ًاتزاتزی اًذک درآهذی است

کزُ ًِ تٌْا تزای هزدهی کِ اس ًظز اقتػادی ٍ اجتواػی ضؼیف تَدًذ ثزٍت تَجَد آٍرد، 

تلکِ در تَسؼِ جاهؼِ هٌطقِ ٍ دهَکزاتی ًوَدى جاهؼِ کزُ سْین تَد. در ایي تحقیق، 

ّای اػتثاری در اقتػاد ٍ جاهؼِ کزُ پزداختین. تزرسی تِ تحلیل چگًَگی ًقص اتحادیِ

آٍردّای آًْا را سپس دست ؛تَسؼِ یافتٌذٍ سیس ضذًذ أّا تچگًَِ ایي اتحادیًِوَدین 

الی اخیز جْاًی تا آى هَاجِ ّای فؼلی ٍ هطکالتی کِ در تحزاى هارایِ ًوَدین. ٍیژگی

تاضذ را  ّای تسیاری کِ پیص رٍی آًْا هی اًذ را هَرد تحلیل قزار دادُ ٍ چالص تَدُ

 هَرد تحث قزار دادین.

 ّاجٌثص اتحادیِ اػتثاری کزُ، اتحادیِ اػتثاری، تؼاًٍی کلیذی: واژگان

   JEL  :G15, G21, G31 بنذیطبقه

 
  ُاستاد دپارتواى هذیزیت تاسرگاًی داًطگاُ هلی چًَگٌام کز. 
  ُرئیس ارضذ اتحادیِ هلی اػتثاری فذراسیَى کز. 
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تامیه مالی ي عملکزد مًسسات خارجی سزمایٍ گذار در 

 کطًرَای درحال تًسعٍ: مًرد يیتىام

 
Tran Van Hoa 

 

 چکیذه

گذار در کطَرّای درحال تَسؼِ در هتي  ضذ ٍ ػولکزد هَسسات خارجی سزهایِر

ِ خاظ تِ ٍیتٌام تِ ػٌَاى هطالؼِ یکپارچگی اقتػاد جْاًی ٍ اغالحات داخلی، تا تَج

ؤسسات گیزد. هذلی تزای ػولکزد ایي ه در ایي هقالِ هَرد تزرسی قزار هیهَردی، 

دّای سیاستی هثتٌی تز ضَاّذ در سهیٌِ ًقص زّای ػیٌی ٍ کارت ضَد تا یافتِ ساختِ هی

ًَی در ، ٍ اغالحات قاًای، کارآفزیٌی ّای پَلی ٍ تَسؼِ گذاری، سیاست سزهایِ، سزهایِ

 ػولکزد ایي تخص هْن فزاّن گزدد.

گذاری،  گذار، سزهایِ ٍ سزهایِ ػولکزد هؤسسات خارجی سزهایِواژگان کلیذی: 

 ی، اغالحات داخلی ٍ یکپارچگی اقتػادی، سیاست کسة ٍ کار ٍ تجارتٌفزیآکار

 JEL :E22, E62, F02, F43بنذی  طبقه

 

 

ٍیکتَریا، استزالیا 
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 چىذ جاوثٍ تًدن در معزض تحزان

 

Peter Lloyd

 

 

 چکیذه

سال است کِ  31تحزاى است. تیص اس  هؼزؼ در تَدى لوللیاتیي ٍ جاًثگیچٌذ

الوللی تَجَد ًیاهذُ است. جذیذی در ارتثاط تا تاسرگاًی تیي آٍرّیچگًَِ قاًَى الشام

تقاضای تزخی اس کطَرّا در ایجاد قَاًیي در ایي سهیٌِ اجاتت ًطذُ است. هذاکزات در 

ٍ هذاکزات در چارچَب تغییزات آب ٍ  (WTO)تارُ قَاًیي در ساسهاى تجارت جْاًی 

ای تِ کٌٌذُ ًطز گاسّای گلخاًَِّایی ساسهاى هلل هتحذ تزای ایجاد هقزرات هحذٍد

ِ ًزسیذُ است. ساختار یک قطثی اقتػاد جْاًی تِ رّثزی اهزیکا تِ پایاى رسیذُ ًتیج

قطثی ضذُ ٍ تیطتزیي تغییز در حجن ًسثی اقتػادّا ظَْر است. اکٌَى جْاى چٌذ

تاضذ. ًکتِ تا اّویت دیگز ػثارت است اس ایٌکِ قتػاد تشرگ ٍ تا رضذ سیاد چیي هیا

واع ٍاضٌگتي هَسَم است ٍ اس ضزایط تیي الوللی اجواع فکزی تا رّثزی اهزیکا کِ تِ اج

تؼذ اس جٌگ دٍم جْاًی الْام گزفتِ تَد، تِ پایاى رسیذُ است. در ضزایط فقذاى دیذگاُ 

  جاًثگی ٍسم تزای اقتػاد جْاًی، چٌذیکساى یا هطتزک در هَرد هٌافغ قَاًیي ال

 سًذ.الوللی تَدى درجا هیتیي

 
  دپارتواى اقتػاد، داًطگاُ هلثَرى، استزالیا 
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الوللی، یکپارچگی چٌذقطثی، تاسرگاًی تیي چٌذ جاًثِ تَدى،واژگان کلیذی: 
 اقتػادی، تحزاى، اجواع ٍاضٌگتي، تغییزات آب ٍ َّایی

   JEL :F33, F36, F39, F42, F53, Q53بنذی طبقه
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 راَکاری تزای ضىاسایی قاوًوی مطتزی

 ای(ارتثاطات چىذ رساوٍ)مًرد تاوک کطايرسی ایزان، مزکش 

 

 محسن عبادی جوکنذان

 بهرامیاسذاله شاه 

 چکیذه

ای قذام تِ ایجاد یک هزکش چٌذ رساًِا ّاجْت ارائة اًَاع خذهات تِ هطتزیاى، تاًک

اًذ. ایي هزکش خذهاتی ّوچَى اًتقال پَل، استخزاج اطالػات غَرتحساب ٍ ًوَدُ

دّذ کِ در ایي راُ، ضٌاسایی قاًًَی هطتزی اّویت ارائِ هیتقاضای دفتزچِ چک 

 ّای ایي هزکش ایی هٌاسة ّز هطتزی، یکی اس چالصضٌاسسیادی دارد. چگًَگی 

ی هطتزی سثة ػذم رضایت تاضذ. در هَاردی دیذُ ضذُ کِ رٍش ًاهٌاسة ضٌاسایهی

ثز تز رضایت ؤ، ػَاهل ه«کاًَ»گزدیذُ است. در ایي تحقیق، تا استفادُ اس هذل  ٍی

تؼییي  است. تزایتٌذی ضذُ ٍش ضٌاسایی هطتزی استخزاج ٍ رتثِهطتزی در سهیٌِ ر

تٌذی  ّای فزدی ّز هطتزی تز چگًَگی اًتخاب رٍش، اس رٍش خَضِآثار ٍیژگی

دّذ کِ هیاستفادُ ضذُ است. ًتایج ایي تحقیق ًطاى  SPSSای در ًزم افشار دٍهزحلِ

 ّای فزدی هطتزیاى، ضٌاسایی آًْا را اًجام داد.هی تَاى تز اساس ٍیژگی

 
  کارضٌاس ارضذ هٌْذسی فٌاٍری اطالػات 
  استادیار داًطگاُ گیالى 
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ای، ضٌاسایی قاًًَی، رضایت هطتزی، هذل چٌذرساًِهزکش تواس واژگان کلیذی: 

 کاًَ

 JEL :G21بنذی  طبقه
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 استفادٌ تا اعتثاری مطتزیان اوتخاب تزای جذیذ ريش یک ارائٍ

A ريش تزکیة اس
2
A)  َا دادٌ یپًضط تحلیل ي 

2
-DEA)    

 

 بیوکی حیذری علی طاهره

 حسن خادمی زارع

 زاده حسن علی

 

  چکیذه

A رٍش تزکیة اس استفادُ تا اتشاری هقالِ ایي در
 هٌظَر تِ ّادادُ پَضطی تحلیل ٍ 2

A کِ است ضذُ ارائِ گیزیتػوین پطتیثاًی اتشار ارائِ
2
-DEA ایي. است ضذُ ًاهگذاری 

 تَسؼِ تاًک در آًْا تٌذیرتثِ ٍ اػتثاری هطتزیاى اًتخاب هٌظَر تِ پیطٌْادی، رٍش

 ّایرٍش ًسثت تِ رٍش ایي اجزای. است ضذُ اجزا آسهایطی غَرت تِ ایزاى غادرات

 پیچیذگی کاّص گیزی، تػوین سزػت در افشایص هحاسثات، کاّص تِ هٌجز کالسیک،

 تا پیطٌْادی رٍش. است ضذُ کَتاُ ًسثتاً سهاًی در هختلف ّایسٌاریَ تحلیل تَاًایی ٍ

 ضذُ ارائِ 3119 سال در ّوکاراًص ٍ لیي تَسط کِ هزاتثی سلسلِ کالسیک رٍش

 
  ُایازاى.   یاشد،  اقتػااد،  گازٍُ  اًسااًی،  ػلَم داًطکذُ یشد، تحقیقات ٍ ػلَم ٍاحذ اسالهی، آساد داًطگا

T.aliheidary@gmail.com 
  داًطیار گزٍّوٌْذسی غٌایغ، داًطکذُ فٌی ٍ هٌْذسی داًطگاُ یشد، ایزاى 
  تاًکی ٍ پَلی پژٍّطکذُ داًطیار  
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A ًام تا ٍ است
 آسهایطی اجزای ًتایج. است گزفتِ قزار هقایسِ هَرد است هؼزٍف 3

 تز دقیق ٍ سزیؼتز اًتخاب در تَاًذهی رٍش ایي چگًَِ کِ داد ًطاى پیطٌْادی رٍش

A رٍش تا پیطٌْادی رٍش هقایسِ. کٌذ کوک اػتثاری هطتزیاى
ّز  کِ داد ًطاى 3

A رٍش چٌذ
 است ّایی هحذٍدیت دارای رٍش ایي لکي ،است هتؼذدی هشایای دارای 3

A جذیذ رٍش اس استفادُ تا کِ
2
-DEA تْتز سهاًی ٍ ای ّشیٌِ ًظز اس ٍ است رفغ قاتل 

 تاضذ. هی 

 هؼتثز هطتزی اًتخاب ّا، دادُ پَضطی تحلیل ، A2رٍش: کلیذی واژگان

  C44,  C52, C46, G21: JELبنذی طبقه

 

 

 




